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Dear Richard 
 
Proposed Cooperation between Qantas and Emirates – Applications for Authorisation 
 
Thank you for your time today. 
 
Qantas Airways Limited (Qantas) and Emirates and their related bodies corporate (together the 
Applicants) apply for authorisation pursuant to section 88(1A) and 88(1) of the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010 (Cth) (the Act) in relation to a Coordination Agreement under which they would 
coordinate their operations across their respective networks with the aim of creating a global air 
services operation that better connects Australia and New Zealand to Asia, Africa, the Middle East, 
the United Kingdom and Europe (Proposed Conduct).   
 
We enclose: 
 
• Application Forms A and B; 
 
• a confidential supporting submission to the ACCC (Confidential Submission);  

 
• a redacted public register version of the supporting submission to the ACCC (Public 

Submission) and 
 
• a cheque for the appropriate filing fee of $9,000. 
 
The Applicants also apply for interim authorisation of the part of the Proposed Conduct pursuant to 
section 91(2) of the Act. 
 
We request that the enclosed Confidential Submission be excluded from the Commission’s Public 
Register on the basis that this version of the submission (including appendices) contains information 
that is commercially confidential to Qantas.  The disclosure of this information would unreasonably 
and adversely affect Qantas in respect of its lawful business, commercial and financial affairs.  We 
request that only the Public Submission (with confidential information redacted) be placed on the 
Public Register.  
 
Please contact me or Anna Pritchard on 02 9691 5515 if you would like to discuss this letter or the 
enclosed submission.  
 
Yours sincerely 

 
Brett Johnson 
General Counsel  
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1 INTRODUCTION AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Qantas Airways Limited and Emirates and their related bodies corporate (together, the 
Applicants)1 seek authorisation from the Australian Competition & Consumer Commission 
(Commission) to coordinate their operations (Proposed Conduct) pursuant to a Master 
Coordination Agreement (Coordination Agreement).  
 
The Proposed Conduct will create a seamless premium global air services operation that 
better connects Australia to New Zealand, Europe, including the United Kingdom (UK), and 
the Middle East and Northern Africa (MENA Region) by bringing together two world-class 
complementary brands, networks and business models.  
 
The Joint Services Agreement (JSA) between Qantas and British Airways (BA)2 will cease 
before the commencement of Qantas services to Europe via Dubai.  It is possible that Qantas 
may continue to codeshare on certain services operated by BA to ports to which Emirates 
does not operate, however there will not be any price or capacity coordination between 
Qantas and BA in respect of any routes following the termination of the JSA.  BA may also 
codeshare on certain services operated by Qantas from Singapore (as well as Bangkok and 
Hong Kong) to ports in Australia, however there will not be any price or capacity coordination 
between Qantas and BA in respect of any routes following the termination of the JSA. 
 
Qantas will also cease its current codeshares on Cathay Pacific Airlines’ (Cathay Pacific) 
services between Hong Kong and Rome, Air France’s services between Singapore and Paris, 
Kenya Airways’ services between Bangkok and Nairobi and Iberia’s services within Europe.3  
Like the JSA, these codeshares will all be terminated prior to Qantas commencing to operate 
services to Europe via Dubai.4  
 
The Applicants seek to implement the Proposed Conduct by April 2013 to ensure that the 
resultant benefits are available to the public for Northern Summer 2013.  Given the significant 
planning, scheduling and technological integration required to achieve this, the Applicants 
seek interim authorisation for conduct limited to the planning of (but not giving effect to) the 
Proposed Conduct.   
 
The Proposed Conduct is a measured and balanced response to the economic realities of the 
highly dynamic and competitive international aviation industry.  It will deliver significant 
benefits to Australian consumers, including eliciting competitive responses from domestic, 
trans-Tasman and international competitors that will further stimulate competition to and from 
Australia.   
 
The Proposed Conduct will grow the current feed from Emirates' international services into 
Qantas' domestic network and will materially facilitate capacity increases (through aircraft up-
gauging and/or increased frequencies), scheduling optimisation and increased connectivity.  
By aligning its globally respected brand with Qantas, Emirates will also be able to improve its 
offering to high-yielding corporate and government travellers in Australia and deliver 
exceptional levels of service in terms of network reach and connectivity, frequent flyer 
rewards and seamless premium end-to-end customer service.  Emirates’ long-term growth 
strategy in Australia will be materially enhanced and expedited by the Proposed Conduct for 
the benefit of Australian consumers, without Emirates taking any equity stake in Qantas.   
 
At the same time, the Proposed Conduct will arrest the terminal decline of the international 
operation of Qantas (Qantas International).  While Qantas International may historically 
have been regarded as ‘dominant’,5 this is not the reality.  To the contrary, it is clear that it is 
                                                      
 
 
1 See Annexures A and B respectively for details about each of Qantas and Emirates. 
2 The parent company of BA is International Airlines Group (IAG), which also owns Iberia. 
3 Iberia will continue to codeshare on Qantas operated services. 
4 Provided, in the case of the Kenya Airways and Cathay Pacific codeshares, that Qantas is able to place its code on 
Emirates’ services to relevant destinations. 
5 See for example Applications for Authorisation lodged with the Commission on 23 April 2012 in respect of the Star 
Alliance Determination, pp 1, 5, 17, 22 and 29. 
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no longer possible for Qantas International to sustainably ‘go it alone’ as an international 
network carrier.  For many years Qantas International has been supported by the other 
profitable Qantas businesses (Qantas Domestic, Qantas Frequent Flyer (QFF) and Jetstar) 
but its losses have continued to grow – culminating in a $450 million loss in fiscal year 2012 
compared with a loss of $216 million in 2010-2011.6  The growing magnitude of losses cannot 
continue. 
 
It is not that Qantas International is a bad airline – it operates one of the safest premium full 
service airlines in the world.  The issue is that Qantas International operates in a highly 
competitive and dynamic industry without the geographic, regulatory and economic 
advantages enjoyed by many other international airlines. 
 
Firstly, full service carriers based at mid-point hubs such as Singapore, Hong Kong, the 
Middle East or locations in China have an immediate and significant geographic advantage 
over an end-of-line carrier like Qantas International by virtue of their accessibility to the 
hundreds of millions of consumers in close proximity to their hub and their ability to aggregate 
passengers from multiple cities and take them to multiple destinations.   
 
Secondly, most mid-point carriers have strategic economic advantages associated with low or 
no tax, government funded infrastructure and access to developing economy labour costs 
resulting in sustainably and substantially lower operating costs than Qantas International. 
 
Given these structural constraints, Qantas International does not have the ability to compete 
effectively with the mid-point carriers.  Qantas has attempted over many years to negotiate an 
alliance with a (structurally advantaged) mid-point carrier – including Singapore Airlines, 
Cathay Pacific and Malaysia Airlines.  For numerous reasons, it has not been possible to 
negotiate an appropriate commercial agreement with any of these airlines and, as a result, 
Qantas International has continued to lose money and contract.  At this point, Qantas 
International only operates three daily services to Europe – two to London and one to 
Frankfurt (compared to five daily services six months ago).  Qantas will discontinue its 
Frankfurt service irrespective of whether the Proposed Conduct proceeds.  In addition, absent 
the ability to coordinate with one of the mid-point carriers, Qantas International’s current 
European network will contract further, with the possible withdrawal of one of the daily London 
services in the short term.  In the long term, Qantas International will only invest in new 
aircraft and operate to those ports where it can make an appropriate return on capital – this 
will not include Europe. 
 
Despite all the legacy issues and structural disadvantages, Qantas remains an extraordinary 
global brand with highly efficient and successful business components, prestigious history, a 
high quality product, domestic and international assets and access to important bilateral 
agreements.  For these reasons, it has significant value to add to a strategic alliance with a 
structurally advantaged mid-point carrier partner. 
 
In this context, the Proposed Conduct is an urgent strategic imperative for Qantas.  Emirates 
represents an excellent fit.  Its global network complements Qantas' international and 
domestic network, both airlines share the same strong focus on premium customer service, 
and both have iconic and widely recognised brands which are synonymous with a quality 
product and customer offerings.  Emirates is the world's largest international carrier and has a 
proven record in profitably growing its international services from its strategically located hub 
in Dubai.  Emirates is a fully commercial, unsubsidised business which is independently 
managed and audited.  It enjoys significant strategic advantages via its efficient 24 hour 
Dubai hub, a substantially lower cost base compared to Qantas, government funded 
infrastructure to facilitate the development of the region and no income tax.7 
 
                                                      
 
 
6 Qantas Group CEO Alan Joyce Speech, Qantas Group Full Year Financial Results, 23 August 2012. Available: 
http://www.qantas.com.au/travel/airlines/media-releases/aug-2012/5441/global/en and Qantas Group ASX 
Announcement, Qantas Group Profit Update, 5 June 2012. Available: http://www.qantas.com.au/travel/airlines/media-
releases/jun-2012/5406/global/en 
7 See further 'Rulers of the New Silk Road' in The Economist 5 June 2010. 
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In circumstances where the counterfactual is the withdrawal of further Qantas International 
services and where there will continue to be effective competition on all relevant routes, there 
can be no lessening of competition.  All of the relevant routes are highly competitive – the 
Applicants will continue to remain constrained by aggressively expanding competitors and the 
threat of potential new entry on all routes.  In particular, competitive constraint will continue to 
be provided by Singapore Airlines (whether alone or in conjunction with Virgin Australia), 
Etihad Airways (Etihad) (whether alone or in conjunction with Virgin Australia), Air New 
Zealand (whether alone or in conjunction with Virgin Australia), Cathay Pacific, Qatar Airways, 
BA, Virgin Atlantic, Malaysia Airlines, Thai Airways and the aggressively growing Chinese 
carriers (namely, China Southern Airlines (China Southern), China Eastern Airlines (China 
Eastern) and Air China).  The Applicants will also be constrained by the entry and expansion 
of low cost carriers (LCCs). 
 
In a merger context, the Commission would not oppose the Proposed Conduct.  However, as 
a merger is neither being contemplated nor possible (and no equity interest by Emirates is 
contemplated), the Applicants seek authorisation of the Proposed Conduct on the basis that it 
will have no effect on competition and will result in substantial benefits to Australian 
consumers.  These benefits include: 
 

a) a significantly expanded global network, improved connectivity and greater choices 
for Qantas passengers and freight customers to seamlessly travel from Australia and 
New Zealand to Europe and the MENA Region (and potentially additional regions in 
the future, subject to air traffic rights); 

 
b) improved connectivity for Emirates’ passengers and freight customers to the Qantas 

Group’s domestic and other international services); 
 

c) materially and instantly enhancing the benefits for members of both parties’ frequent 
flyer programs, by significantly increasing the earning and redemption opportunities 
across the combined networks; 
 

d) establishing a long term business model to optimise the operating performance of 
both Qantas and Emirates including by reducing operating costs; and 
 

e) generating a number of other public benefits including enhancing customer 
experiences and increasing product innovation, increasing tourism and employment, 
promoting international trade and enhancing and expediting Emirates’ growth in 
Australia.  

 
Moreover, the Proposed Conduct will assist to secure the future of Qantas International which 
will, of itself, preserve an iconic Australian brand and existing public benefits that would 
otherwise be considerably eroded.  Taken together, these benefits satisfy the test for 
assessing public benefit under the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Act), based on the 
total welfare standard adopted by the Australian Competition Tribunal (Tribunal).8 
 
 
2 INTERNATIONAL AVIATION INDUSTRY 

2.1 Overview  

The Proposed Conduct will take place in the context of the unique economic and structural 
characteristics of the international aviation industry, including: 
 

a) high sensitivity to demand shocks, high fixed costs and lumpy, time-lagged 
investments; 
 

                                                      
 
 
8 See further Re Qantas Airways [2004] ACompT9 (12 October 2004) (Re Qantas Airways Limited). 
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b) excess capacity; 
 

c) high barriers to exit;  
 

d) high barriers to consolidation; and 
 

e) government ownership and assistance. 
 
These characteristics are detailed further in Annexure C. 
 
2.2 Mid-Point Carriers Are The Key Drivers Of Competition 

The international aviation industry is highly dynamic and competitive.  The last decade has 
seen midpoint carriers based in Asia and the MENA Region use geographic, regulatory and 
economic advantages over other airlines to emerge as the key drivers of competition on a 
global and regional scale.  These mid-point carriers include:  
 

a) Singapore Airlines and Cathay Pacific which are the large incumbent carriers;  
 

b) Etihad, Qatar Airways and the Chinese carriers which are new and rapidly expanding 
carriers; 
 

c) Japan Airlines (JAL), Malaysia Airlines, Thai Airways, Korean Air and other 
competitive carriers; and 
 

d) increasingly, long-haul LCCs such as Scoot and AirAsia X. 
 

Detailed information on these carriers is set out in Annexure E.  
 
Despite the industry’s economic challenges, mid-point carriers have been able to: 
 

a) maintain and grow more expansive global networks, including the number of one-stop 
connections offered by virtue of being within relatively short flying distances of the 
world’s major population centres; 

 
b) take advantage of economies of density, which make hub and spoke operations the 

most efficient way to offer as broad a range of interconnecting destinations as 
possible;  

 
c) take advantage of economies of scale by operating larger and younger fleets as well 

as make larger orders for new aircraft; and 
 

d) build on their ability to access modern and expanding airport infrastructure allowing 
them to more readily meet growing passenger traffic and expand their network reach 
and connectivity, compared to 'legacy' airports such as London Heathrow, Frankfurt, 
Charles De Gaulle and JFK, which are increasingly capacity constrained and have 
limited ability to continue to expand.9 

Significant population growth in and around Asia and the MENA Region, coupled with rising 
incomes, will continue to dramatically transform the key sources of demand in the 
international aviation industry in the future.  The World Bank forecasts10 the following 
population growth over the period 2010 to 2050: 
 

                                                      
 
 
9 See 'Rulers of the New Silk Road' in The Economist, 5 June 2010. 
10 The World Bank, Population Projection Tables by Country and Group. Available: 
http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/TOPICS/EXTHEALTHNUTRITIONANDPOPULATION/EXTDATASTA
TISTICSHNP/EXTHNPSTATS/0,,contentMDK:21737699~menuPK:3385623~pagePK:64168445~piPK:64168309~th
eSitePK:3237118~isCURL:Y,00.html (accessed 6 August 2012). 
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a) 3.54 billion to 4.29 billion in Asia (an increase of 750 million people); and 
 

b) 331 million to 516 million in the MENA Region (an increase of 185 million people). 

In addition, average income and wealth in Asia and the MENA Region are expected to 
increase.  Salaries in China, for example, are expected to grow at 14% per annum over the 
ten years from 2010 to 2019.11  Tourism Australia has recently announced that in the coming 
year it will devote a substantial part of the first $8.5 million of its Asia Marketing Fund to 
promoting Australia as a travel destination to China.12  

The population and wealth increases in Asia and the MENA Region are expected to stimulate 
demand for air travel in these regions.  It is estimated that between 60 and 80% of growth in 
air traffic can be attributed to growth in income and that air traffic itself facilitates income 
growth such that together, the two create a virtuous circle of increasing income and 
increasing air traffic.13  For example, total air traffic in the Asia Pacific region is forecast to 
grow at 6.7% per annum over the next 20 years.14  
 
With such growth in mind, most governments in Asia and the MENA Region use the 
ownership of airlines as an instrument of industry policy, underwriting the expansion of airline 
services to their country to support tourism and local businesses.  In this way, airlines and 
airports are used as a tool for regional economic development.  As discussed further below, 
the global strategy of many successful carriers includes capitalising on the spill-over or 
externality effects of passenger traffic through hub ports.15   
 
Full service carriers based at mid-point hubs such as those in Singapore, Hong Kong, China 
or the Middle East have immediate and significant geographic advantages by virtue of their 
accessibility to the hundreds of millions of consumers in close proximity to their hub and their 
ability to aggregate passengers from multiple cities and take them to multiple destinations.  
For those airlines, hubbing offers the ability to provide better connectivity and higher 
frequencies, improved load factors, better fleet utilisation and efficiencies.  For airports in 
those regions, asset utilisation is improved because traffic is captured from diverse markets 
which, in turn, helps to build the airport and regional brand.  Hub airports can promote the 
socio-economic development of the catchment region in which they operate, with further 
benefits flowing through to the global economy through the promotion of international 
investment and tourism and people flow.16   

For example, due to its strategic position between Asia, India and the Middle East, Singapore 
is a major aviation hub.17  Around 100 airlines operate some 5,500 weekly flights from Changi 
Airport to more than 200 cities in approximately 60 countries.18  Likewise, Hong Kong, 
geographically located at the centre of eastern Asia, is also a major airline hub19 with around 

                                                      
 
 
11 ‘Delivering the Future: Global Market Forecast 2011-2030’, Airbus, p 76. Available: 
http://www.airbus.com/company/market/forecast/passenger-aircraft-market-
forecast/?eID=dam_frontend_push&docID=18803 
12 ‘Asia Marketing Fund To Strengthen Australian Tourism,’ Minister For Tourism Press Release 17 August 2012. 
Available: http://minister.ret.gov.au/MediaCentre/MediaReleases/Pages/AsiaMarketingFundAustralianTourism.aspx 
13 Boeing Current Market Outlook 2011 – 2030, p 6. Available: 
http://www.boeing.com/commercial/cmo/pdf/Boeing_Current_Market_Outlook_2011_to_2030.pdf 
14 Ibid, p 15.  
15 See 'Rulers of the New Silk Road' in The Economist, 5 June 2010.  
16 See 'Super-Duper-Connectors from the Gulf' in The Economist, 5 June 2010; ‘Explaining Dubai’s Aviation Model’ A 
report for Emirates and Dubai Airports, Oxford Economics, June 2011; ‘Economic Impacts of Hub Airports’ British 
Chamber of Commerce July 2009; ’The Social and Economic Impact of Airports in Europe’, Airports Council 
International (Europe) and York Aviation, January 2004; ‘Hub-and-Spoke System In Air Transportation And Its 
Implications To Regional Economic Development – A Case Study of the United States’ in Chinese Geographical 
Science 16(3) 2009, pp 211-216. 
17 ‘Asia’s aviation centre of choice’ Singapore Economic Development Board. Available: 
http://www.edb.gov.sg/content/future_ready/future_ready_today/articles/asias_aviation_centre_of_choice.html  
18 Ibid. 
19 Hong Kong International Airport Master Plan 2030 Technical Report, p 19. Available: 
http://vps.hongkongairport.com/mp2030/TR_24May_Eng_Full.pdf. 
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95 airlines flying from Hong Kong to 165 destinations, including 45 destinations in mainland 
China.20    

Similarly, Dubai’s strategic geographic location – sitting at the crossroads of Asia, the MENA 
Region and Europe – means that it is eight hours or less from 75%of the world’s population.21  
As an entrepreneurial, trading city state – like Singapore – Dubai has always pursued open 
trade with as few barriers to a free market as possible.  At the core of the Dubai 
Government’s policy for aviation is an unambiguous 'open skies' policy that is one of the most 
liberal worldwide.  This has led to 150 scheduled airlines now operating to and from Dubai 
from all six continents (which is more than at London Heathrow, Charles De Gaulle, Frankfurt, 
Hong Kong, Singapore or JFK airports).22  Being a leading global hub has delivered 
substantial economic benefits.  In June 2011, Oxford Economics released a report, 
commissioned by Emirates and Dubai International Airport, which showed that the aviation 
sector contributed around 19% of total employment in Dubai and 28% of its GDP.23  Dubai 
International Airport is projected to grow at such a rate that by 2020, it will be the world’s 
busiest international airport.24  Other Middle Eastern ports, particularly Abu Dhabi and Doha, 
have followed Dubai’s lead and taken advantage of their geographic positions to develop 
international aviation hubs.  

The hub model has delivered important benefits to carriers based in those ports.  Those 
carriers have the ability to aggregate traffic from various origins/destinations to achieve scale 
on flights both to and from their mid-point hub.  This advantage is evident from a cursory 
examination of any mid-point carrier's route map.  For example, Singapore Airlines can fly 
passengers from any South-East Asian destination to Singapore and then on to multiple 
destinations in Europe.  Despite Singapore having a relatively small population of around 5.2 
million people, Singapore Airlines is the thirteenth largest international airline in the world25 
and is estimated to have carried over 17.2 million passengers in the 12 months ending 31 
March 2012.26   
 
Mid-point carriers also take advantage of economies of density and economies of scale as 
evidenced by their expanding global networks, their large and young existing fleet, their large 
order books and the increasing number and size of airports and passenger volumes.  As set 
out in Annexure E, most mid-point carriers have now established global networks – for 
example:27 
 

a) Singapore Airlines operates to 63 destinations across Europe, Africa, Asia and 
America and it has announced plans to increase capacity to Australia and London-
Heathrow; 
 

b) Cathay Pacific operates to 49 destinations across Asia, Europe, Africa, the Middle 
East and North America and it has announced that it will continue to expand its 
network and frequencies; 
 

c) Etihad operates to 73 destinations across the Middle East, Africa, Europe, Asia and 
North America and it has announced plans to increase the breadth and depth of its 
network, including significant expansion into Australia and other emerging markets;  

                                                      
 
 
20 ‘An Engine for Growth’ – Hong Kong International Airport Master Plan 2030, Hong Kong International Airport. 
Available: http://www.hkairport2030.com/en/masterplan/hkhkia_engine.html  
21 Emirates Annual Report 2011-2012, p 13. Available: 
http://www.emirates.com/au/english/about/investor_relations/investor_relations.aspx  
22 Explaining Dubai’s Aviation Model A report for Emirates and Dubai Airports, Oxford Economics, June 2011. 
23 Ibid p 4. 
24 Dubai Airports, 5 August 2012. Available: http://www.dubaiairport.com/en/media-centre/facts-
figures/Pages/factsheets-reports-statistics.aspx?id= 
25 By Available Seat Kilometres (ASKs).  Singapore Airlines Profile, CAPA. Available: 
http://www.centreforaviation.com/profiles/airlines/singapore-airlines-sq  
26 ‘High Fuel Prices and Increasing Yield Weigh Heavily on Group Earnings’ Singapore Airlines News Release, 9 May 
2012. Available: [http://www.singaporeair.com/pdf/Investor-Relations/Financial-Results/News-Release/nr-
q4fy1112.pdf (accessed 14 August 2012) 
27 Based on information available at CAPA (4 September 2012).  
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d) Qatar Airways operates to 112 destinations across Europe, the Middle East, Africa, 

South Asia, Asia Pacific, North America and South America.  During 2010, it launched 
flights to 10 new destinations, in 2011 it launched flights to 15 new destinations and 
by the end of 2012 it will have launched flights to 11 new destinations.  Most recently 
Qatar Airways announced that it will start operating services to Warsaw and Belgrade 
by the end of 2012.28  It averages 30% growth year on year29 and has over 250 
aircraft on order books worth more than US$50 billion30; 
 

e) China Southern operates to 173 destinations across Asia, the Middle East, the 
Americas and Europe.  Its key stated priorities are strategic transformation and 
internationalisation, which includes increased services to Australia; 
 

f) Air China operates to 149 destinations across Asia, the Middle East, the Americas 
and Europe.  In 2011, Air China expanded its international route capacity by 9.21% 
and intends to increase it by another 12% in 2012;   
 

g) China Eastern operates to 168 destinations across Asia, Europe, North America, and 
the Middle East.  In 2012 it announced several new international routes, including 
further services to Australia; 
 

h) JAL operates to 72 across Asia, Europe and North America.  JAL has announced an 
intention to increase its capacity on international routes by 25% over the next 5 years; 
 

i) Thai Airways operates to 71 destinations across Europe, North America and Asia.  In 
June 2012, the airline announced expansion plans for services to Europe, including 
potential new routes to Manchester, Berlin and Vienna; and 
 

j) Korean Air operates to 109 destinations across Asia, the Middle East, Europe and 
America.  Korean Air has been expanding its network, including new services to 
London Gatwick, Urumqi and Nairobi in the first half of 2012. 

 
By contrast, Qantas International currently operates flights to 2131 destinations in the Pacific, 
Asia, Europe, the Americas and Africa and, as described further below, is continuing to 
contract its network.  
 
Table 1 below sets out the large and growing fleets of the mid-point carriers.32  
 

Table 1:  Fleet Size And Firm Aircraft Orders Of Mid-Point Carriers 
 

Carrier Fleet Size Order Book 

Singapore Airlines 102  64 aircraft on firm order 

Cathay Pacific 134  95 aircraft on firm order  

Etihad 65  92 aircraft on firm order  

Qatar Airways 110  184 aircraft on firm order  

                                                      
 
 
28 ‘Qatar Airways to start flying to Serbia and Poland by end of 2012’, 15 August 2012, Qatar Airways website. 
Available: http://www.qatarairways.com/english_global/press-
release.page?pr_id=pressrelease_pressrelease_20120815&CSRT=9304334403157376091 
29 CEO Message, Qatar Airways. Available: http://www.qatarairways.com/au/en/ceo-message.page (accessed 28 
August 2012) 
30‘Qatar Airways Fact Sheet, August 2012. Available: http://www.qatarairways.com/iwov-resources/temp-docs/press-
kit/Qatar%20Airways%20Fact%20Sheet.pdf (accessed 28 August 2012) 
31 If Jetstar is included then the total number of international destinations serviced is 26. 
32 Based on information available at CAPA (4 September 2012). 
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Carrier Fleet Size Order Book 

China Southern  382 134 aircraft on firm order 

Air China 287 186 aircraft on firm order  

China Eastern  309 136 aircraft on firm order  

Malaysia Airlines 115 27 aircraft on firm order 

JAL 127 44aircraft on firm order 

Thai Airways 93 35 aircraft on firm order 

Korean Air 148  57 aircraft on firm order  

Garuda Indonesia 81  40 aircraft on firm order 

 
 
Another major advantage of mid-point carriers in Asia and the MENA Region is the ability to 
operate with lower labour costs.  There are significant regional differences between the 
shares of labour costs within total operating costs.  Figure 1 below shows average labour 
costs per employee for 14 airlines, including Emirates and Qantas.  This highlights the 
disparities between airlines based in Europe, North America and Australia, on the one hand, 
and Asia and the Middle East on the other.33  
 
Figure 1:  Labour Cost Per Employee Of Selected Carriers, Financial Year Ending 2010 

 
 
Labour costs averaged US$94,575 per employee for the first six airlines from Europe, 
Australia and North America, with labour costs averaging around half this amount for the 
remaining eight airlines (US$49,510).   
 
An alternative measure of the labour cost disparity is the proportion of labour costs as a 
percentage of total revenue or operating costs.  For the financial year ending 31 March 2012, 

                                                      
 
 
33 ‘Airlines and subsidy: our position’, Emirates, p. 17. Available: 
www.emirates.com/us/english/about/public_affairs/subsidy_myths_facts.aspx (accessed 7 August 2012). 
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Emirates’ labour costs accounted for only 13% of total revenue,34 while Qantas’ comprised 
25.1%.35 
 
Table 2 below shows that in 2008 labour accounted for 22-25% of airline operating costs in 
North America and Europe, but only 14.7% in Asia Pacific, reflecting the relatively lower wage 
level in that region.36  
 

Table 2:  Labour Costs As A Share Of Airline Operating Costs By Region 
 

Region 2001 2008 

North America 36.2% 21.5% 

Europe 27.2% 24.8% 

Asia Pacific 17.2% 14.7% 

All Major Airlines 28.3% 20.1% 

 

These various structural advantages enable mid-point carriers to be highly competitive and 
commercially viable despite the challenging characteristics of the global aviation industry. 

2.3 Proliferation Of Alliances 

As described in Annexure C, the international aviation industry is characterised by high fixed 
costs, persistent excess capacity and returns below the cost of capital.  While such 
characteristics would ordinarily compel firms to consolidate or exit, there are reasons why 
neither outcome eventuates.  The regulatory impediments to consolidate (or exit), coupled 
with the economic need to offer a broad network proposition in an increasingly competitive 
industry, have resulted in a growing number of international airlines forming strategic 
alliances.   

Recent Commission determinations acknowledge that airline cooperation is a legitimate and 
essential way for airlines to remain viable in the face of rising costs and intense global 
competition: 
 

a) a joint venture between the Virgin Blue Group and Delta covering trans-Pacific routes 
in 2009;37  
 

b) the JSA between Qantas and BA in 2010;38  
 

c) an alliance between Virgin Blue and Air New Zealand covering New Zealand and 
Australia in 2011;39   

 

                                                      
 
 
34 For the financial year ending 31 March 2012, calculated as labour costs as a percentage of total revenue (AEDm) 
from Emirates Annual Report 2011-2012, p 13.  Available: 
http://www.emirates.com/au/english/about/investor_relations/investor_relations.aspx   
35 For the financial year ended 30 June 2011, calculated as labour costs against total revenue and other income from 
the Qantas Annual Report 2011.  
36IATA Economic Briefing: Airline Fuel and Labour Cost Share, February 2010. Available: 
www.iata.org/whatwedo/Documents/economics/Airline_Labour_Cost_Share_Feb2010.pdf (accessed 7 August 2012).  
37 ACCC Determination in relation to a Applications for Authorisation lodged by Virgin Blue Group and Delta Air Lines 
Inc in respect of a joint venture between the applicants (A91151, A91152, A91172 & A191173), 10 December 2009. 
38 ACCC Determination in relation to Applications for Authorisation lodged by Qantas and British Airways plc in 
respect of a Joint Services Agreement between the applicants (A91195 & A91196), 31 March 2010.  
39 ACCC Determination in relation to Applications for Authorisation lodged by Virgin Blue Airlines Pty Ltd and Others 
in respect of an alliance between the applicants (A91227 & A91228), 16 December 2010.  
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d) an alliance between Virgin Blue and Etihad in 2011;40  
 

e) a Joint Business Agreement between Qantas and American Airlines (Inc) in relation 
to trans-Pacific routes in 2011;41 

 
f) an alliance between Virgin Australia and Singapore Airlines in relation to Australia-

Singapore services in 2011;42  
 

g) a commercial cooperation agreement between Etihad and airberlin PLC in 2012;43  
 

h) an affiliation agreement between Emirates and flydubai in 2012;44 and 
 

i) arrangements between the Star Alliance members to coordinate in relation to 
conventions and corporate dealing in 2012.45 

Virgin Australia’s strategic alignment with other international carriers including two mid-point 
carriers in Singapore Airlines and Etihad has created a ‘virtual network’ which addresses the 
disadvantages of being an end-of-line Australian carrier and the regulatory restrictions in the 
aviation industry described in Annexure C.  Etihad’s equity stake in Virgin Australia is a signal 
of its long term commitment to expand and compete aggressively on international routes to 
and from Australia.46  This is expected to lead to ‘further revenue-generating opportunities’ for 
those carriers.47  Virgin Australia’s CEO has recently confirmed that the alliance with Etihad is 
’a very beneficial relationship’48 and it has been reported that Etihad’s stake in Virgin Australia 
may ultimately increase to 19%.49   

The Proposed Conduct will take place in the context of these global industry trends. 
 
 
3 RATIONALE FOR THE PROPOSED CONDUCT 

3.1 Emirates’ Rationale 

Australia is one of Emirates’ five largest markets worldwide by passengers and revenue.  
However, since Virgin Australia terminated its commercial relationship (other than certain 
limited arms-length arrangements)50 with Emirates in 2010, Emirates has been reliant on 
traditional interline arrangements in order to access feeder traffic from domestic Australia and 
offer connections to points beyond the major Australian cities.  
 
The Proposed Conduct will generate Australian domestic feeder traffic onto Emirates' global 
network, materially facilitating capacity increases (through aircraft up-gauging and/or 
increased frequencies), scheduling optimisation and increased connectivity.  Increased 
                                                      
 
 
40 ACCC Determination in relation to Applications for Authorisation lodged by Virgin Blue Airlines Pty Ltd and Others 
in respect of an alliance between the applicants (A91247 & A91248), 3 February 2011. 
41 ACCC Determination in relation to Applications for Authorisation lodged by Qantas and American Airlines in 
respect of a Joint Business Agreement between the applicants (91265 & A91266), 29 September 2011. 
42 ACCC Determination in relation to Applications for Authorisation lodged by Virgin Blue Airlines Pty Ltd and 
Singapore Airlines in respect of an alliance between the applicants (A91267 and A91268), 1 December 2011. 
43 ACCC Determination in relation to Applications for Authorisation lodged by Etihad Airways and airberlin in respect 
of a commercial alliance (A91307 and A91308), 25 July 2012.   
44 ACCC Determination in relation to Applications for Authorisation lodged by Emirates and flydubai in respect of an 
affiliation agreement (A91298 and A91299), 25 July 2012.   
45 ACCC Determination in relation to Application for Authorisation lodged by Air New Zealand on behalf of the 
members of the Star Alliance in respect of Star Alliance's Corporate Plus, Conventions Plus and Meetings Plus 
Programs (A91300-A91306), 25 July 2012.   
46 ‘Etihad Airways Increases Stake in Virgin Australia’ Etihad Media Release 2 September 2012. Available: 
http://www.etihadmediacentre.com/file/php?f_id=3705 
47 ‘Etihad Airways Cleared to Buy More of Virgin Australia’, Etihad Press Release, 19 July 2012.  Available: 
http://www.etihadmediacentre.com/file.php?f_ID=3645 (accessed 20 July 2012). 
48 ‘Virgin flying high with Etihad, says chief’ in Business News Herald Sun, 23 July 2012, p 30. 
49 ‘EY eyes 19% VA stake’ in Travel Daily 23 July 2012. 
50 Virgin Australia still extends a special prorate agreement (SPA) to Emirates which will be terminated prior to 
implementation of the Proposed Conduct. 
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passenger volumes on Emirates' flights to Australia resulting from the Proposed Conduct will 
expedite the deployment of additional capacity to meet this demand.  For example, the 
Proposed Conduct is likely to expedite up-gauging on Perth-Dubai services and the 
introduction of more non-stop capacity on Brisbane-Dubai services.  
 
It would not be commercially viable for Emirates to establish a domestic operation in 
Australia.  As such, the Proposed Conduct will enable Emirates to build on Qantas’ domestic 
business and frequent flyer proposition by accessing high-yielding Australian domestic 
corporate and government travellers.  This will be facilitated by creating the ability for 
Emirates to market to QFF members and for QFF members to fly Emirates while still 
benefitting from the QFF program.  The Proposed Conduct will give Emirates’ worldwide sales 
force better access to sell to and from Australia, particularly by being able to offer more 
seamless travel to secondary and regional cities served by Qantas and Jetstar.  Indeed, as a 
result of the Proposed Conduct, Emirates will actively promote secondary cities within 
Australia, particularly in the MENA Region where Qantas has limited reach today.  This 
additional capability will be key for developing corporate business opportunities for Australian 
secondary cities. 
 
Emirates has long held the view that joining one of the three established airline marketing 
alliances (Star Alliance, oneworld or SkyTeam) would not suit its purposes or business 
model.  This remains the case.  However, this does not mean that Emirates is opposed to 
codeshares or cooperation arrangements at a bilateral level, particularly in key countries with 
large geographies, populations or other unique market characteristics.  In fact, Emirates sees 
important differences between membership of global marketing alliances and more focused, 
targeted bilateral relationships like the Proposed Conduct.  Such bilateral relationships can 
benefit consumers, providing more seamless travel by connecting smaller cities to major 
routes and hubs. 
 
The Proposed Conduct will enable Emirates to offer its passengers a seamless premium 
travel experience to major and secondary cities and regions served by Qantas and Jetstar 
that could not otherwise be offered as a one-stop service from Dubai.  For example, 
combining Emirates' international network with Qantas' domestic network will allow Emirates 
to better serve government and business passengers travelling to Canberra. 
 
In addition, the Proposed Conduct will provide Emirates customers with a superior customer 
experience through access to lounges, the ability to earn and redeem loyalty points, and other 
product alignments such as chauffeur drive (including in secondary cities such as Canberra, 
Hobart and Wellington, for connecting passengers).   
 
It will also enable Emirates to become more competitive on the ‘Kangaroo Route’ between 
Australia and Europe which is one of the most competitive aviation corridors in the world. 
 
Over the longer term, the Proposed Conduct will also result in operational efficiencies and 
cost savings which will allow Emirates to enhance and expedite its long term capacity growth 
in Australia than would otherwise be the case. 
 
3.2 Qantas’ Rationale 

In light of the competitive dynamics of the international aviation industry and the competitive 
advantages enjoyed by mid-point carriers outlined above, Qantas International is simply 
unable to compete or operate profitably.  Qantas International has embedded structural cost 
disadvantages compared to other international carriers, which benefit from favourable tax 
regimes, lower labour costs and government funded infrastructure.  
 
For many years, Qantas International has been in terminal decline and has been supported 
by the other profitable Qantas businesses (Qantas Domestic, QFF and Jetstar) but its losses 
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have continued to grow, with a $450 million loss in fiscal year 2012.51  The growing magnitude 
of the losses cannot continue.  
 
Route specific EBIT reports show that trans-Tasman, Asian and European routes are making 
significant losses, as set out in Confidential Figure 2 below. 
 

Confidential Figure 2:  Underlying EBIT For Selected Qantas International 
Routes, Financial Year Ending 30 June 2012 

 

[RESTRICTION OF PUBLICATION OF PART CLAIMED] 
 
Qantas International operates in a highly competitive and dynamic industry without the 
geographic, regulatory and economic advantages enjoyed by many other international 
airlines.  Unlike the mid-point ports outlined above, Australia has no natural hub or geographic 
advantage.  Almost all international services from Australia are considered to be long or ultra-
long haul operations.  The aircraft required to operate these services are the largest, most 
expensive twin aisle aircraft.  In particular, to service destinations in Europe, it is necessary to 
operate via a mid-point to pick up fuel and new operating crew.  Given these structural 
disadvantages, Qantas has continued to contract its international operations. 
 
As the Figures below demonstrate, despite international passenger traffic to and from 
Australia growing, Qantas Group’s share has declined while those of Cathay Pacific, 
Emirates, Etihad, Virgin Group, China Southern and China Eastern have all increased.    

 
Figure 3:  Growth In International Passengers To/From Australia  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Source: BITRE. Note that the compound annual growth rate to end of financial year 2012 is 5%. 

 

                                                      
 
 
51 Qantas Group CEO Alan Joyce Speech, Qantas Group Full Year Financial Results, 23 August 2012. Available: 
http://www.qantas.com.au/travel/airlines/media-releases/aug-2012/5441/global/en and Qantas Group ASX 
Announcement, Qantas Group Profit Update, 5 June 2012. Available: http://www.qantas.com.au/travel/airlines/media-
releases/jun-2012/5406/global/en  
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Table 3:  Share Of International Passengers Travelling To/From Australia By Carrier 
 

Carrier CY02 CY03 CY04 CY05 CY06 CY07 CY08 CY09 CY10 CY11 Jan‐
Jun12 

Qantas 
International 36% 33% 31% 29% 29% 28% 26% 22% 20% 19% 19% 

Jetstar 0% 0% 0% 0% 2% 5% 6% 8% 8% 8% 8% 

Singapore 
Airlines* 12% 11% 10% 10% 11% 11% 11% 10% 9% 9% 9% 

Cathay Pacific  4% 4% 4% 4% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 

Air New 
Zealand* 9% 9% 8% 9% 9% 9% 9% 8% 8% 8% 8% 

Emirates 2% 3% 5% 6% 7% 7% 7% 8% 8% 8% 8% 

Etihad*  0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 2% 2% 2% 2% 

Virgin Group* 0% 0% 2% 2% 3% 3% 4% 7% 9% 9% 8% 

Malaysia 
Airlines 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 

Thai Airways  4% 4% 4% 3% 3% 4% 4% 4% 3% 3% 3% 

China Southern 0% 0% 0% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 2% 2% 

China Eastern  0% 0% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 

Other 28% 30% 31% 30% 25% 22% 21% 22% 22% 22% 21% 

 
Source: BITRE. Note: Jetstar includes Jetstar Asia. Virgin includes V Australia, Pacific Blue and Polynesian Blue. 
*Virgin Australia has bilateral cooperation relationships with each of Etihad, Singapore Airlines and Air New Zealand.  
This provides Virgin Australia with a virtual global network.   
 

Figure 4:  Change In Share of International Passengers  
Travelling To/ From Australia By Carrier 
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Source: Based on BITRE data. Note: Jetstar includes Jetstar Asia. Virgin includes V Australia, Pacific Blue and 
Polynesian Blue  
 
While Qantas has been successful in expanding its Jetstar low cost model internationally, 
including in some instances entering routes previously or concurrently operated by Qantas 
(for example, the trans-Tasman), this does not address the disadvantages of Qantas 
International’s business model, given that it is a full service carrier which aims to appeal to 
high yielding corporate, government and premium leisure traffic.   
 
Various measures to improve Qantas International’s offering (such as the launch of more 
flagship A380 aircraft, investment in new international lounges and in-flight entertainment 
systems) have not halted the loss of passenger share.   
 
In August 2011, Qantas announced a range of cost saving measures including withdrawing 
from loss-making routes, transforming Qantas Engineering operations and reducing capital 
investment.  Key structural and operational changes, designed to improve profitability, 
included:52 
 

a) replacing Sydney-Buenos Aires services with Sydney-Santiago services in March 
2012; 
 

b) replacing Qantas operated London-Bangkok and London-Hong Kong services with 
BA operated services in March 2012;   

 
c) withdrawing Singapore-Mumbai and Auckland-Los Angeles services in May 2012; 

 
d) replacing Boeing B747 aircraft with Airbus A330 aircraft on Sydney-Bangkok services 

in June 2012; 
 

e) replacing Airbus A330 aircraft with Boeing B737-800 aircraft on Sydney-Auckland 
services in May 2012; and 

 
f) retiring two Boeing B747s in addition to the four that retired in April 2012.  

 
Qantas has since taken further steps to reduce capital expenditure by $400 million in 2012-
2013 in addition to the $500 million reduction announced in February 2012,53 to be achieved 
through changes to the Qantas Group’s fleet plan, including deferring delivery of two Airbus 
A380s previously intended for delivery in early 2013.54  In August 2012, Qantas announced a 
restructured fleet plan and the cancellation of orders for 35 Boeing B787-9 aircraft as a way of 
further reducing capital expenditure.55  Notwithstanding these initiatives, increasingly negative 
returns continue to threaten the Qantas International business. 

 
During this time, the Qantas International business has continued to lose money and contract.  
As Figure 5 below demonstrates, Qantas International has reduced its network reach, while 
other carriers have expanded. 
 

                                                      
 
 
52 Qantas Group: Qantas Airways Ltd Half-Year Results, 16 February 2012. Available: 
http://www.qantas.com.au/travel/airlines/media-releases/feb-2012/0000/global/en   
53 Qantas Group: Qantas Group Strategy Update, 4 May 2012. Available: 
http://www.qantas.com.au/travel/airlines/media-releases/may-2012/5393a/global/en  
54 These aircraft will now be delivered in 2016-2017. 
55 ‘Qantas Group Restructures Fleet Plan’, Qantas Media Release, 23 August 2012. Available: 
http://www.qantas.com.au/travel/airlines/media-releases/aug-2012/5440/global/en 
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Figure 5:  Qantas’ International Network Relative To Other Carriers  

 
 
Source: Internal Qantas Estimates, July 2012.  Note Cathay Pacific includes Dragonair and Singapore Airlines 
includes SilkAir and Scoot.  
 
If Qantas International cannot reach appropriate commercial arrangements with structurally 
advantaged alliance partners, it will have no choice but to continue to materially contract its 
operations and will, over time, only operate to a very small number of ports where it is 
competitive and can make an appropriate return on capital.  This will not include Europe. 
 
At this point, Qantas International only operates three daily services to Europe, two to London 
and one to Frankfurt (compared to five daily flights six months ago).  Qantas will discontinue 
its Frankfurt service irrespective of whether the Proposed Conduct is implemented.  Absent 
the ability to coordinate with one of the mid-point carriers, Qantas International’s current 
European network will continue to contract, with one of the daily London services possibly 
being withdrawn in the short term.  In addition, unless Qantas has the ability to recover its 
cost of capital over an appropriate period, it will not be possible to invest in new aircraft for 
Qantas International.  If Qantas International can no longer sustain its network because of low 
returns, then this has potential to undermine its ability to compete as a legitimate network 
airline.   
 
In this context the Proposed Conduct is an urgent strategic imperative for Qantas.  Emirates 
has a proven record of profitably growing its international services from its strategically 
located hub in Dubai.  Its significant advantages over Qantas include its advantageous 
geographic location, 24 hour Dubai hub and its considerably lower cost base.  
 
Emirates' network will provide Qantas passengers with far greater opportunities to earn and 
redeem frequent flyer points, in addition to improving connectivity and choice when travelling 
to Europe or the MENA Region.  Qantas will also benefit from more non-Australasian 
passengers connecting to the Qantas Group’s domestic and other international services.   
 
Without the Proposed Conduct, Qantas is likely to become increasingly marginalised, with its 
only option to exit from more underperforming routes.  In the absence of authorisation, it is 
likely that in the medium to long term Qantas will retreat to a ‘virtual network’ rather than an 
operating network.  Under such a scenario, Australians will lose the benefit of Qantas 
operating a strong locally-based international network airline.  This is not in the national 
interest. 
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4 THE PROPOSED CONDUCT 

The Applicants entered into the Coordination Agreement on 6 September 2012 (see 
Confidential Annexure F).  Under the Coordination Agreement, the Applicants will cooperate 
across their global networks for an initial term of ten years.  The Coordination Agreement 
provides for the Applicants to coordinate broadly across their passenger and freight 
operations, including in relation to:  
 

(a) planning, scheduling, operating and capacity; 

(b) sales, marketing, advertising, promotion, distribution strategies, reservation 
priority and pricing (including fares, rebates, incentives and discounts) (for 
passengers, freight customers and agents); 

(c) connectivity and integration of certain routes; 

(d) codeshare and interline arrangements; 

(e) control of inventories and yield management functions; 

(f) frequent flyer programs;  

(g) all passenger-related aspects to provide a superior, consistent level of 
service to customers including ground services and lounge access;  

(h) harmonising service and product standards in order to provide a seamless 
product to passengers; 

(i) harmonising IT systems; 

(j) joint airport facilities;  

(k) potentially joint offices for sales activities; 

(l) potentially other aspects of operations including ground handling, catering, 
joint procurement and flight operations;  

(m) where appropriate and mutually agreed, making joint submissions to 
authorities on operational matters; and 

(n) services and activities that are required to facilitate any of the matters 
referred to in any of paragraphs (a) to (m).56 

The exact scope of the Proposed Conduct will evolve and may be altered from time to time.  
The Applicants have broadly identified certain routes in relation to which flying operations will 
be coordinated from the outset – these are defined as Trunk, Codeshare and Interline Routes.  
The Proposed Conduct may also include interlining and, at a later stage, codesharing on 
Jetstar-branded services where appropriate.  For the avoidance of any doubt, the parties will 
engage in price and capacity coordination in relation to all of Trunk, Codeshare and Interline 
Routes. 

The Trunk Routes (which will be subject to benefit transfer payments and may vary from time 
to time) are set out in Tables 4 and 5 below. 

                                                      
 
 
56 See clause 2.3 of the Coordination Agreement in Confidential Annexure F. 
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Table 4:  Coordination Agreement – Qantas Trunk Routes 
 

Route Type 

Australia to any destination (via Dubai), including Sydney-Dubai-London 
Heathrow and Melbourne-Dubai-London Heathrow 

Australia to Dubai (including via any intermediary point) 

 
Table 5:  Coordination Agreement – Emirates Trunk Routes 

 

Route Type 

Dubai to any point in Australia (including via any intermediary point) 

Dubai to any destination via Australia, including Dubai-Sydney-Auckland, 
Dubai-Brisbane-Auckland, Dubai-Melbourne-Auckland and Dubai-Bangkok-
Sydney-Christchurch 

 
Where possible, Qantas and Emirates will enter into freesale codeshare arrangements.  The 
intention of the Applicants is that they will sell tickets on codeshare and interline services 
without preference for which Applicant is the operating carrier, provided that each marketing 
carrier communicates to potential consumers the identity of the operating carrier.57  In relation 
to any route on which it is not legally possible to codeshare, the Applicants will enter 
appropriate interline agreements.  

The model of coordination will optimise the operating performance of both Qantas and 
Emirates under the Coordination Agreement and will help to optimise the Applicants’ financial 
performance.  As described further below, over the longer term efficiencies and cost savings 
will be generated where selling is conducted on the basis of metal neutrality, schedules and 
airport slots are coordinated, inventory and yield management is integrated and load factors 
are optimised.   
 
 
5 APPROPRIATE FRAMEWORK FOR COMPETITION ASSESSMENT 

5.1 Introduction  

The Applicants operate in a highly competitive industry in which carriers (independently or 
through alliances) aggressively pursue global strategies.  The critical question for the 
competition assessment is whether the Proposed Conduct would hinder competitors, in any 
way, from pursuing their regional or global strategies.  For the reasons set out in this 
submission, the answer is that it will not.  For example, in commenting on media speculation 
regarding the Proposed Conduct, Etihad’s CEO James Hogan stated that any potential 
arrangement between Qantas and Emirates would not derail his airline’s expansion plans in 
Australia.58 
 
5.2 The Proposed Conduct In The Context Of Global Competitive Dynamics 

Consistent with the Commission's approach in previous authorisation determinations in 
relation to international air passenger transportation services, it is not necessary to define the 
relevant market or markets with precision.  This is because the fundamental level of 
                                                      
 
 
57 See clause 7.2(b) of the Coordination Agreement in Confidential Annexure F. 
58 Etihad CEO James Hogan cited in ‘Foreign Airlines Up Pressure On Qantas With More Flights’ in Sydney Morning 
Herald, 16 August 2012. Available: http://www.smh.com.au/business/foreign-airlines-up-pressure-on-qantas-with-
more-flights-20120815-248zv.html (accessed 16 August 2012). 
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competitive activity, or the competitive process, remains unchanged regardless of market 
boundaries.59   
 
The competitive effects of the Proposed Conduct will take place in the context of the following 
global dynamics and economic realities:   
  

a) the large expansion of size and reach of many carriers’ networks, with the largest 
expansions by carriers that have the material structural advantages identified in 
section 2.2; 

 
b) the large expansion of fleet size and order books of many carriers, with the largest 

order books being for carriers that have the material structural advantages identified 
in section 2.2.  Of all International Air Transport Association (IATA) member airlines 
worldwide, 4,944 aircraft are on order for delivery from 2013 (of which 179 are wide-
bodied A380 aircraft and 705 are new generation 787 aircraft), with delivery of 798 
aircraft due in 2012 alone.60  Asia Pacific airlines account for the largest share of 
aircraft orders.61  While Air China is the world's largest airline by market 
capitalisation,62 the other two major Chinese carriers have rapidly increased their 
respective volumes of passengers carried to Australia, with China Southern’s traffic 
increasing by 27.9% from 197,998 to 253,207 in the first five months of 2012 and 
China Eastern growing its traffic by 27% from 108,317 to 137,598 in the 5 month 
period year-on-year.63  In July 2012, Sydney Airport experienced 12% monthly growth 
in Chinese traffic, with Chinese nationals expected to become Sydney Airport's 
second largest passenger group in 2012,64 assisted by the rapid growth in capacity of 
the three major Chinese carriers; 

 
c) the increasing numbers and sizes of airports and passenger volumes.  For example, 

Beijing Capital Airport is expanding rapidly and is currently ranked as the world’s 
second largest airport, with a total of 77.4 million passengers, 4.7% more than in 
2010.65  Other Chinese airports are also expanding rapidly.  The Civil Aviation 
Administration of China reportedly says the country plans to build 80 new airports by 
2017 to speed up air transport development.66  The plan comes on the back of a 
blueprint issued by the Chinese State Council, which aims for the country to have 230 
airports by the year 2017, with the majority in regional centres.  More than 80% of 
China’s population of over 1.3 billion will live within 100km of an airport once 
completed;67  

 
d) the increasing competition between mid-point hubs and mid-point carriers.  As 

discussed in section 2.2 above, there are a number of strategic advantages for 
airlines and airports due to geographic location, including the number of one-stop 
connections that mid-point carriers are able to offer by virtue of being within relatively 
short flying distances of the world’s population centres;  

 
e) economies of density, which make hub and spoke arrangements the most efficient 

way to offer as broad a range of interconnecting longer-haul locations as possible.  
                                                      
 
 
59 In relation to the market definition for international air freight transportation services, without prejudice to any 
current or future court proceedings, the Applicants are prepared to proceed in this submission on a basis which is 
consistent with the approach to market definition taken by the Commission in previous authorisation applications.  
That is, that the relevant markets for air freight services are the regional markets between Australia and Europe, the 
MENA Region and other regions that may be relevant to the Proposed Conduct (eg. Asia).   
60 World Air Transport Statistics 56th Edition 2011, IATA, July 2012, p 57. 
61 ‘Global Aviation Trends: Airlines’ in Aviation Intelligence Report, InterVistas, June 2012, p 3. 
62 'Flight to Comfort', in The Australian Financial Review, 10 August 2012. 
63 Aspire Aviation, ‘Qantas should refocus on Asia from Emirates codeshare distraction’, 7 August 2012, 
http://www.aspireaviation.com/2012/08/07/qantas-should-refocus-on-asia-from-emirates-codeshare-distraction/ 
64 Sydney Airport Traffic Performance July 2012, Sydney Airport ASX Release (20 August 2012). Available: 
http://www.sydneyairport.com.au/~/media/Files/Investors/News%20and%20Events/SYD%20ASX%20Releases/2012/
Q3/ASX_Release_Sydney_Airport_Traffic_July_2012_20_August_2012.pdf 
65 World Air Transport Statistics 56th Edition 2011, IATA, July 2012, p 45. 
66 ‘80 new China airports’ in Travel Daily 26 July 2012. 
67 Ibid. 
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Mid-point hubs and mid-point carriers are best placed to take advantage of 
economies of density; and 
 

f) technological developments and innovation that make non-stop long-haul routes 
commercially viable.  For example, using ultra long-range aircraft such as the Boeing 
B777-200LR, it is possible for mid-point carriers to serve Australia and Europe non-
stop at competitive unit costs from their hubs.  

 
These global factors drive competition between international airlines on a day to day basis 
and have a direct bearing on regional and local operations and business models.  In this 
context, the Proposed Conduct will have no detrimental impact on real competitive dynamics.  
 
5.3 Guiding Principles For Assessment 

Given this global and regional context, the high level legal and economic principles that are 
relevant to this authorisation application include: 
 

a) taking a forward looking approach and recognising that competitive constraints are 
not static and that strategic behaviour by market participants can affect competition;68   

 
b) recognising that low barriers to entry and expansion are among the key indicators 

that an arrangement is unlikely to result in a substantial lessening of competition, 
particularly where it occurs in an industry that is rapidly evolving;69   

 
c) recognising that arrangements equivalent to the Proposed Conduct are important to 

the efficient functioning of the economy because they allow firms to diversify risk, 
redress underperformance and achieve efficiencies such as economies of scale, 
scope or density;70 and  

 
d) recognising that the Proposed Conduct will take place in a global, dynamic and 

innovative industry in which there is a high and increasing level of actual and potential 
import competition.  This is demonstrated by the speed with which offshore carriers 
are expanding capacity and improving product quality on routes to and from Australia 
(as detailed further below and in Annexure E).   
 

High degrees of product differentiation and innovation mean that the Applicants will not be 
likely or able to significantly and sustainably increase prices or otherwise exercise market 
power.  
 
5.4 Limited Utility Of Market Share Data 

In a fast changing industry like international aviation, market share data is backward looking, 
static and often quickly out-dated such that it does not reflect the true state of competition.  
This is particularly the case given the significant changes that have occurred in the aviation 
industry over the last 18 months. 
 
Moreover, when assessed in isolation, relatively large market shares on particular city pair 
routes present a misleading impression of the true state of competition.  As the Commission 
and the Tribunal have both acknowledged, while market share is an important element of any 
competition assessment, it does not necessarily reveal (in and of itself) that firms holding 
such shares will be able to act in a way to cause competitive detriment.71  The Tribunal has 
noted: 

                                                      
 
 
68 ACCC Merger Guidelines, November 2008 (ACCC Merger Guidelines), p 12. 
69 ACCC Merger Guidelines, p 49. 
70 ACCC Merger Guidelines, p 3. 
71 ACCC Draft Determination in relation to Applications for authorisation lodged by Qantas Airways Limited and Air 
New Zealand Limited in relation to the Tasman Networks Agreement (A91001, A91002 and A91003) dated 3 
November 2006 (Draft Air New Zealand/Qantas Determination), para 9.15. 
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‘It is a simple exercise to take a snapshot of a market at a moment in time and see a 
combined market share of 80 per cent.  However, such as snapshot tells us nothing 
about the conduct in the market leading to that market share, or about the potential 
interaction in that market with other competitors within the market who have either 
recently entered it or who have recently commenced an expansion of their activities in 
it.’72 

‘Market share tells us nothing about future competitive initiatives and outcomes in the 
market.’73 

‘Further, although market share can be a significant factor in determining the extent of 
competition in a market, we believe that prime attention must be paid to market 
conduct.  A structuralist approach that focuses heavily on an increase of market 
power by using market share as a proxy to assess market power fails to assess the 
whole picture.  If competition is a process, then there must be significant, and on one 
view primary, focus on conduct and behaviour.  Strategic behaviour is thus a 
significant analytical tool for market analysis…’74 

‘In particular competition analysis demands an assessment of what barriers to entry 
and expansion exist in a market in order to discover what constraints operate to affect 
the behaviour of participants in the market.’75 

 
Competition is a long-run phenomenon and in a competition assessment ‘significant 
consideration should be given to predictions of dynamic changes and competitive initiatives in 
the future by rival firms.’76 
 
Relying on the market share data is particularly problematic in relation to the Proposed 
Conduct given Qantas International’s recent significant reduction of capacity between 
Australia and Europe and the inevitable further reduction of Qantas capacity between 
Australia and Europe in the counterfactual. 
 
Actual and projected capacity is a better indicator of market position.  Figure 6 below shows 
Qantas International’s current total capacity share.  In the counterfactual position, Qantas will 
reduce its capacity to London by at least a further 50%. 
 

Figure 6:  Qantas International Total Capacity Share 
 

            
                                                      
 
 
72 Re Qantas Airways Limited para 430. 
73 Ibid, para 431. 
74 Ibid, para 438. 
75 Ibid, para 305. 
76 Ibid, para 431. 
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Figure 7:  Qantas International Capacity to the UK and Germany 
 

    
 
Figures 6 and 7 Source: Qantas 
 
 
6 OVERVIEW OF RELEVANT ROUTES 

6.1 Overview 

The Applicants operate largely complementary networks.  For the purposes of this 
submission, the limited overlap between them can be characterised as:  
 

a) direct operating overlaps; 
 

b) indirect operating overlaps; and 
 

c) selling overlaps. 
 

6.2 Direct Operating Overlaps 

Qantas and Emirates will have the following directly overlapping routes to and from Australia: 
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Table 6:  Direct Operating Overlaps Between Qantas Group And Emirates 
 

South East Asia Europe77 Trans-Tasman 

Melbourne and Brisbane to 
Singapore 

 

Sydney to Bangkok 

Sydney and Melbourne to 
London-Heathrow 

 

Sydney, Melbourne and 
Brisbane to Auckland 

 

Sydney to Christchurch 

 
The Proposed Conduct will also result in Qantas and Emirates coordinating on directly 
overlapping services between Australia and Dubai.  However, because these are not services 
which, absent the Proposed Conduct, Qantas operates or would operate, the Proposed 
Conduct can only facilitate a pro-competitive expansion of capacity on those routes and there 
cannot be any detriment.  Services between Australia and Dubai are not considered in further 
detail in this submission other than in the context of the public benefits that this aspect of the 
Proposed Conduct will deliver.   
 
The overlapping routes set out in Table 6 are considered separately below and in Annexures 
G, H and I.   
 
6.3 Indirect Operating Overlaps 

The Proposed Conduct will involve the Applicants coordinating on certain routes which might 
be directly served by one carrier and indirectly served by the other.   
 
Where this occurs, any potential competitive effects are likely to be minimal or non-existent.  
This is something that the Commission has recognised in previous determinations.  For 
example, in considering the Singapore Airlines/Virgin Australia alliance in December 2011, 
the Commission viewed indirect passenger services as unlikely to be close substitutes for 
direct services to the same destinations (in that case, for instance, Singapore Airlines 
services from Perth to Phuket and between Australia and Denpasar, all via Singapore, were 
not considered close substitutes to Virgin Australia’s direct services to the same 
destinations).78  The Commission appears to have adopted a similar approach recently in 
assessing the Star Alliance corporate dealing arrangements79 and the Etihad/airberlin alliance 
where it identified that inclusion of indirect routes did not materially impact the competition 
assessment.80  The same approach should apply here. 
 
For example, Emirates will continue to fly from Australia to Malaysia.  The Qantas Group does 
not provide any direct services between Australia and Malaysia, but it does provide indirect 
services via Singapore (travelling with Jetstar Asia to Kuala Lumpur).  Given, however, that 
the price leaders on this route (Malaysia Airlines and AirAsia X) operate direct services and 
the Applicants’ combined shares on these routes are very small, there will be no competitive 
impact from coordinating services.  Services to Malaysia are therefore not considered further 
in this submission.   
 
As described above, the Coordination Agreement contemplates the Applicants cooperating on 
a global, network wide basis.  However, the exact nature and scope of cooperation may 
change from time to time.  In future, the Proposed Conduct may therefore involve 
coordination between the Applicants on other routes where there are indirect operating 
                                                      
 
 
77 Although the Applicants’ respective services to London Heathrow operate via different midpoint hubs, those routes 
are still regarded as ‘direct operating overlaps’ for the purposes of this submission.  Although services to Frankfurt 
are a current overlap, they have not been included given that Qantas’ services to Frankfurt will cease irrespective of 
the Proposed Conduct.  
78 Singapore Airlines/Virgin Australia Determination, page ii. 
79 Star Alliance Determination, para 3.34-3.36. 
80 Etihad/airberlin Determination, para 3.3. 
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overlaps, including between Australia and the United States (US), South America and South 
Africa.  Qantas will continue to operate its authorised joint business with American Airlines on 
Australia-US routes on a bilateral basis.  Qantas will also maintain its bilateral block space 
codeshare operations with both LAN and South African Airways. 
 
Nevertheless, to preserve maximum flexibility in a rapidly changing international environment, 
Qantas and Emirates seek authorisation to implement the Proposed Conduct globally, 
including potentially to these regions.  Any potential future coordination between Qantas and 
Emirates to any of these regions will have no competitive detriment.  However, for the sake of 
completeness, the Applicants have included information about these regions in Annexure J.   
 
As the data in Annexure J shows, any coordination in relation to Australia-US services would 
not raise any competition concerns.  For the most part, the significantly increased journey 
time associated with travelling to the US via Dubai means that Emirates’ services are not 
substitutable with Qantas’ direct trans-Pacific flights to Los Angeles or Dallas Fort Worth.  In 
any event, the data in Annexure J indicates that in respect of Australia-US services, Emirates 
has a share of only 1%.   
 
For similar reasons, any coordination in relation to services between Australia and South 
America would not raise any competition concerns.  The data in Annexure J shows that in 
respect of Australia-South America services, Emirates has a share of only 7.7%.  Likewise, 
while Emirates’ services from Australia to Johannesburg via Dubai may not be considered 
substitutable for Qantas’ direct services from Sydney to Johannesburg for time sensitive 
business passengers, it is possible that they may be considered reasonable substitutes for 
less time-sensitive leisure travellers and those wanting to travel beyond Johannesburg.  
Although data has therefore been included in Annexure J, it indicates that Emirates has a 
share of only 6.4% in respect of Australia-South Africa services.   

Accordingly, no competition concerns arise from any indirect operating overlaps and these 
routes are not considered further in this submission. 
 
6.4 Selling Overlaps 

For the sake of completeness, it is noted that the Applicants will also have some direct and 
indirect overlaps through codeshare and interline relationships where other carriers might 
operate on behalf of the Applicants.  For example, Emirates flies from Australia to Singapore 
and then on to Colombo (albeit using two different, separately coded flights81) whereas 
Qantas flies to Singapore and then interlines with Sri Lankan Airlines to Colombo.  Qantas 
also currently codeshares on Jet Airways from Singapore to ports in India which are served 
by Emirates from Australia, albeit by backtracking from Dubai.   
 
The Commission has acknowledged in previous determinations that a lack of operating 
overlap means that collaboration is unlikely to cause competition concerns.  For example, 
although the JSA allowed Qantas and BA to coordinate on any routes across their respective 
networks, the Commission only focussed its competition assessment on routes where the 
parties’ actual operations otherwise overlapped.82  The Commission noted that although the 
JSA was not restricted in the routes to which it could apply, ‘anticompetitive detriment can 
only arise on routes where Qantas and BA would otherwise compete’83 and ‘it is essentially 
only on routes between Australia and UK/Europe that both Qantas and BA maintain an 
operating presence and there is a potential for a lessening of competition.’84 
 
Consistent with the Commission’s approach to the JSA, non-operating overlaps between the 
Qantas Group and Emirates have not been considered further as part of this submission.  In 
                                                      
 
 
81 For example Emirates' Dubai-Colombo-Singapore and Dubai-Singapore-Melbourne services are operated under 
two different codes.  Accordingly, a passenger travelling from Melbourne has to transfer to a different aircraft at 
Singapore for onward travel to Colombo.   
82 JSA Determination, paras 2.15 and 4.13. 
83 Ibid, para 4.136. 
84 Ibid, para 4.172. 
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this context, as noted above, the JSA will be terminated prior to Qantas commencing services 
to Europe through Dubai.  Although Qantas may continue to codeshare on certain services 
operated by BA to ports where Emirates does not fly, there will not be any price or schedule 
coordination between Qantas and BA in respect of any routes going forward.  BA may also 
codeshare on certain services operated by Qantas from Singapore (as well as Bangkok and 
Hong Kong) to ports in Australia, however there will not be any price or capacity coordination 
between Qantas and BA in respect of any routes following the termination of the JSA. 
 
Qantas will also cease its current codeshare on Cathay Pacific’s services between Hong 
Kong and Rome, Air France’s services between Singapore and Paris, Kenya Airways’ 
services between Bangkok and Nairobi and Iberia’s services within Europe.  Like the JSA, 
these codeshares will all be terminated prior to Qantas commencing to operate services to 
Europe via Dubai.85  
 
 
7 COMPETITIVE DETRIMENT ANALYSIS 

7.1 Overview 

The Proposed Conduct will not result in a lessening of competition in any market, however 
defined, given the competitive dynamics and economic realities of the global aviation industry 
in which that conduct is proposed to take place.  
 
Although the industry operates on a global basis, the Commission has previously sought to 
isolate markets on a regional or city-pair basis depending on whether the ‘purpose of travel’ 
identified is leisure or business.  To assist the Commission, data is therefore provided in 
relation to international air passenger transport services:  
 

a) between Australia and Singapore and Thailand (Annexure G); 
 

b) between Australia and the UK (London Heathrow) (Annexure H); and 
 

c) on the trans-Tasman (Annexure I). 
 
Given that the Proposed Conduct includes coordination of all freight related activities across 
the Applicants’ respective networks, freight data has also been included in Annexure K.  As 
the Commission is aware, the majority of freight to and from Australia is carried on passenger 
flights and as such the level of competition is affected by many of the same factors as for 
passenger services.   
 
The markets for air freight transport services are highly competitive.  A large number of 
airlines compete with the Applicants to provide freight services to and from Australia, 
including Singapore Airlines, Cathay Pacific, Malaysia Airlines, Etihad and Korean Airlines.  
There are also many specialised freight operators providing significant freight services 
including DHL, United Postal Services (UPS) Airlines and Federal Express.86  Most full 
service airlines and specialist freight operators have large freight networks and a high 
frequency of freight services.  There are typically more volumes into Australia than out of 
Australia.  Freight markets are characterised by substantial excess capacity meaning that 
consignments are vigorously contested and prices are driven down.  For example, from 2007 
to 2012, seasonally adjusted freight load factors on a global level averaged between 40 and 

                                                      
 
 
85 Provided, in the case of the Kenya Airways and Cathay Pacific codeshares, that Qantas is able to place its code on 
Emirates’ services to relevant destinations. 
86 The ten largest freighters on international routes (by Scheduled Freight Tonne –Kilometres, in millions) are Cathay 
Pacific Airways (9,109), Korean Air (8,918), Emirates (8,132), Lufthansa (7,668), FedEx (7,603), Singapore Airlines 
(7,118), UPS Airlines (5,530), China Airlines (5,411), EVA Air (4,882) and Air France (4,700 million). Source: World 
Air Transport Statistics - 56th edition 2011, IATA July 2012. Available: www.iata.org/ps/publications/Pages/wats-
freight-km.aspx (accessed 13 August 2012).  
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50%.87  Further, as the Commission has previously acknowledged,88 freight markets are 
generally defined more widely than passenger markets given that indirect services are more 
likely to be regarded as close substitutes for direct services than would be the case for air 
passenger services.  In light of the above, providers of air freight services are generally price 
takers in the market.  This will not change as a result of the coordination of freight operations 
by the Applicants.  
 
The analysis below highlights that there will be no competitive detriment arising from the 
Proposed Conduct in respect of both passenger and freight services because: 
 

a) the Proposed Conduct will prompt a further round of competitive responses from 
rivals, incentivise and expedite Emirates’ growth in Australia and assist Qantas 
International to maintain services that would otherwise be marginal and/or withdrawn; 

 
b) the Applicants will continue to be disciplined by a number of rivals who are already 

acting as effective constraints on highly competitive routes;  
 

c) the Applicants will remain constrained by low barriers to new entry and expansion; 
and 

 
d) the conditions for coordinated effects between competing airlines or alliances are 

absent. 
 
7.2 The Proposed Conduct Is Pro-Competitive 

The Proposed Conduct is a competitive response to an increasingly challenging and 
competitive industry particularly given Virgin Australia’s new alliances with Etihad, Singapore 
Airlines, Air New Zealand and Delta and the continued expansion of Singapore Airlines, 
Cathay Pacific, Etihad, Qatar Airways and the Chinese carriers.   
 
Rather than diluting competition, the Proposed Conduct will elicit a further round of 
competitive activity.  Rather than reducing capacity or decelerating growth, the Proposed 
Conduct will enable Emirates to extend its network in a way and at a speed that is not 
otherwise possible.  In particular, over the longer term, operational efficiencies and cost 
savings will expedite Emirates’ growth plans, while also assisting Qantas International to 
maintain capacity where it would otherwise be further rationalised or withdrawn.  For example, 
by increasing domestic feeder traffic options the Proposed Conduct will materially assist 
Emirates' Melbourne-Auckland services and the recently announced Adelaide-Dubai services.  
It may potentially also enable the Applicants to introduce new direct services from Auckland to 
Adelaide and/or Perth, as well as support services linking secondary Australian cities, such 
as: 

a) Brisbane services being assisted by beyond feeder traffic to Townsville and Cairns; 
 

b) Sydney services being assisted by beyond feeder traffic to Canberra; and 
 

c) Australian east coast services benefiting from beyond feeder traffic to New Zealand 
(as well as international beyond feeder traffic to the South Pacific). 

 
Services from secondary ports have historically been marginal at best.  By working together, 
the Applicants can ensure the continued viability of these services.  More generally, the 
Proposed Conduct will facilitate competition by enabling the Applicants to improve service 
levels and increase frequencies and capacity.   
 
In this way, the Proposed Conduct will enhance the Qantas Group’s ability to compete more 
effectively against Virgin Australia and its partners Etihad, Singapore Airlines and Air New 

                                                      
 
 
87 Air Transport Market Analysis, IATA, 2012. Available: www.iata.org/whatwedo/Documents/economics/MIS_Note_ 
Jun12.pdf (accessed 10 August 2012). 
88 Etihad/airberlin Determination, para 3.4; Air New Zealand/Virgin Australia Determination, para 5.463. 
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Zealand as well as Cathay Pacific and the Chinese carriers.  Existing competition between 
carriers and mid-point hub ports will continue once the Proposed Conduct commences.  The 
dynamic growth by major carriers, as outlined above and in Annexure E, shows that they will 
be able to swiftly respond to the Proposed Conduct with their own competitive offering.   
 
Each percentage of passenger share lost to a competing carrier or competing hub has 
significant profit implications.  This has been demonstrated recently by Singapore Airlines’ 
swift reaction to Emirates’ announcement that it would commence services from Adelaide to 
Dubai from November 2012.  In response, Singapore Airlines immediately stepped up the 
marketing of its services from Adelaide.  Subhas Menon (Singapore Airlines’ vice-president 
for South-West Pacific) flew to Adelaide in mid July to meet with local media and reinforce the 
carrier’s presence and commitment to Adelaide.  Subhas Menon reportedly said that the extra 
three flights a week that Singapore Airlines added to existing services in July were ‘a sign of 
things to come’ and that the new schedule would make it ‘far more attractive’ for passengers 
to connect through Singapore, particularly to Europe.89 
 
The Proposed Conduct will elicit a strong, pro-competitive response from carriers who will 
fight to retain and gain passenger share that might otherwise be gained by the Applicants’ 
new ability to offer improved services across a wider network at sustainably competitive 
prices.  This will result in more efficient, better quality and lower priced services. 
 
The rivalrous behaviour in the airline industry and the likelihood that cooperation will trigger a 
competitive response from other carriers, has been recognised by the Commission in its 
recent decisions.90  For example, the Commission confirmed the relevance of ‘game theory’ 
within international aviation markets in assessing the Singapore Airlines/Virgin Australia 
alliance in 2011, when it stated that: 
 

‘Generally the ACCC considers that aviation alliances can stimulate competitive 
responses amongst rivals in the international air passenger transport services 
market(s) where the alliance enhances the alliance partners’ products and results in 
lower fares (to the extent that the cost savings and other efficiencies…are passed 
through to customers).91 

 
This sentiment was repeated in more recent determinations in respect of Etihad/airberlin92 
and the Star Alliance corporate dealing arrangements.  In respect of the latter, the 
Commission again stated that: 
 

‘The ACCC considers that the enhanced service offering of Star Alliance members 
under the Programs has the potential to trigger a competitive response from Qantas 
(and its oneworld alliance partners)….’93 

 
The Proposed Conduct will provoke more competitive fares and product/service offerings 
from rival carriers.  In particular, it is expected that Air New Zealand/Virgin Australia, 
Singapore Airlines/Virgin Australia, Etihad/Virgin Australia, Qatar Airways, Malaysia Airlines, 
Thai Airways, BA, Cathay Pacific, Virgin Atlantic, Air China, China Southern and China 
Eastern will all react strongly to the Proposed Conduct.  
 
As the Tribunal has acknowledged, competition for the marginal passenger is likely to spread 
to the benefit of the entire passenger base: 
 

‘The competition for the customer at the margin does not stay with that customer, but 
those fares necessary to attract the marginal customer will be available to all buyers 
in the market. The competition for an extra 1% of market share has an advantage and 
benefit for all passengers who are within a similar passenger profile as the marginal 

                                                      
 
 
89 ‘Airline plans a lift for SA’, in Adelaide Advertiser, 31 July 2012. 
90 Etihad/airberlin Determination, paras 3.18-3.20; Star Alliance Determination, paras 3.22 -3.24. 
91 Singapore Airlines/Virgin Australia Determination, para 4.61. 
92 Etihad/airberlin Determination, paras 3.18-3.20. 
93 Star Alliance Determination, para 3.23. 
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passengers. All customers have the ability to get the same advantage and benefit. 
Therefore, the competition for the marginal passenger spreads throughout the 
market.’94 

 
As described further in section 8.6 below, in addition to eliciting increased carrier-carrier and 
alliance-alliance competition, the Proposed Conduct will also generate increased competition 
between mid-point hubs, which will in turn benefit Australian consumers. 
 
7.3 Effective Competitive Constraints 

All of the relevant routes are highly competitive – the Applicants will continue to remain 
constrained by aggressively expanding competitors and the threat of potential new entry on 
all routes.  In particular, competitive constraint will continue to be provided by Singapore 
Airlines (whether alone or in conjunction with Virgin Australia), Etihad (whether alone or in 
conjunction with Virgin Australia), Air New Zealand (whether alone or in conjunction with 
Virgin Australia), Cathay Pacific, Qatar Airways, BA, Virgin Atlantic, Malaysia Airlines, Thai 
Airways and the Chinese carriers.  The Applicants will also be constrained by the entry and 
expansion of LCCs, as detailed further in section 7.4 below. 
 
7.4 Low Barriers To Entry And Expansion 

All the relevant routes are characterised by low barriers to entry and expansion, meaning that 
the Applicants will remain constrained by the prospect of new entrants and the expansion of 
existing carriers. 
 
Confidential Figure 8:  Unallocated Passenger Capacity On Selected Country-Country 

Routes 

[RESTRICTION OF PUBLICATION OF PART CLAIMED] 
 
Source: Internal Qantas Estimates, August 2012.   
 
Australia’s bilateral arrangements and open skies deals with certain countries result in low 
barriers to entry.  Australia’s open skies approach is also starting to be reciprocated by 
increasingly liberal arrangements at the other ‘end of the line’ as well as intermediate points in 
Asia and the MENA Region.   
 
This means that new entry and expansion is likely on all relevant routes.  The Applicants note 
that: 
 

a) the trans-Tasman is one of the most liberal aviation corridors in the world.  In addition 
to other Australasian airlines potentially entering, a number of carriers, including 
Singapore Airlines and Etihad, already have unexercised fifth freedom rights to 
operate on the trans-Tasman.  Some, such as Thai Airways, Malaysia Airlines and 
Royal Brunei, have previously operated on trans-Tasman routes and it is reasonable 
to anticipate that those carriers would consider re-entry given sufficient incentive 
(such as any exercise of market power by the incumbents).  As set out below, by far 
the most likely new entrants are Etihad and/or Qatar Airways; 
 

b) as the Commission has previously acknowledged, there are low barriers to entry on 
routes between Australia and Europe;95 and 
 

c) one potential strategic trend relevant to all long haul routes to and from Australia is 
the likelihood that the new long-range, ultra-efficient aircraft including Boeing’s 787 
(now in service) and Airbus’ A350-XWB (due for entry into service in 2014) will be 
deployed to Australia and New Zealand by new and existing operators.  Air France, 
United, Air India, Etihad, Turkish Airlines, Qatar Airways, ANA and JAL have all 

                                                      
 
 
94 Re Qantas Airways Limited, para 429. 
95 JSA Determination, para 4.168. 
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purchased these aircraft and have indicated that they will be used on routes that are 
otherwise uneconomical.   

 
Low barriers to entry and expansion have been evidenced by the growth of LCCs.  LCCs, 
predominantly focused on servicing price sensitive consumers, have grown considerably in 
recent years and become key drivers of price competition in the international aviation 
industry.  For example, LCCs now account for over 25% of passenger traffic at Singapore’s 
Changi Airport, and are said to have driven most of the growth at Changi Airport since the 
launch of Tiger Airways, Jetstar Asia and Valuair in 2004.96 
 
Major recent industry developments have involved the emergence of longer-haul LCC 
services.  In June 2012, Singapore Airlines launched its new long-haul LCC Scoot, joining 
AirAsia X and Jetstar serving Asian long-haul routes.97  In addition, low-cost Filipino carrier 
Cebu Pacific has indicated that it intends to offer long-haul services from the third quarter of 
2013.98  
 
In addition to the entry of new long-haul LCCs, existing LCCs carriers are expected to 
experience significant growth.  AirAsia X has indicated it wishes to ‘take advantage of growing 
much faster than some of the new entrants, to make sure we're still the undisputed number 
one in the market.’99  AirAsia X plans to nearly double its growth over the next two years, 
adding seven Airbus A330-300s in 2013 and an additional seven in 2014.100   
 
Detailed information on the key LCCs in the international aviation industry, including the 
AirAsia Group, Tiger Airways and Scoot are set out in Annexure E. 
 
The LCC business model strictly focuses on establishing and maintaining a low cost base 
through maximising productive efficiency.  This has generally meant that:   

 
a) scheduling is production based to minimise aircraft turn-around time on the ground 

and to maximise aircraft utilisation;  
 

b) operations involve use of a single, high density cabin configuration using a simplified 
fleet of aircraft for engineering simplicity and staffing flexibility.  The LCC model is 
also designed to generate higher seat utilisation than a full service airline; and 

 
c) connectivity with other airlines and a seamless baggage check system have 

traditionally not been pursued on the basis that they are complex and high cost 
exercises due to differing airline operations relating to ticketing, revenue 
management, scheduling and baggage systems. 

 
By offering everyday low fares, LCCs materially stimulate passenger demand, attracting both 
new passengers who would otherwise not travel at all or would otherwise use other methods 
of transportation and existing passengers who are attracted by low fares and can travel more 
often.  As a consequence, LCCs tend to experience rapid growth and expansion of passenger 
share and maximise growth opportunities by delivering capacity in advance of existing 
demand.  This has caused a profound change in the dynamics of the aviation industry.  
Despite their different business models, there is clear and often aggressive competition 
between full service airlines and non-aligned LCCs for passenger traffic on overlapping routes 
and networks.  This is because while the full service model is designed to meet the needs of 
high-yielding consumers, its operations rely on servicing a mix of passengers that includes 
                                                      
 
 
96 CAPA, 'Launch of new SIA subsidiary Scoot shakes up the LCC market' 4 June 2012. Available: 
http://centreforaviation.com/analysis/launch-of-new-sia-subsidiary-scoot-shakes-up-the-lcc-market-75191 
97 Ibid. 
98 CAPA, 'New Cebu Pacific long-haul operation could push out Philippine Airlines but may require hybrid model' 2 
February 2012. Available: http://centreforaviation.com/analysis/new-cebu-pacific-long-haul-operation-could-push-out-
philippine-airlines-but-may-require-hybrid-model-67281 
99 CAPA, 'AirAsia X, accelerating growth in response to Scoot, looks to capture Asian market once and for all' 17 
August 2012. Available: http://centreforaviation.com/analysis/airasia-x-accelerating-growth-in-response-to-scoot-
looks-to-capture-asian-market-once-and-for-all-80473 
100 Ibid. 
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those who are price-sensitive.  In this way, the pricing conduct of full service airlines and 
LCCs constrain each other as they compete for marginal passengers.    
 
This constraint is illustrated by the clear evidence that when a LCC begins operating on a new 
route that has previously been served by full service airlines, consumer expectations in 
respect of the full service airline’s offerings shift dramatically.  In particular, the entry of a LCC 
will usually reduce average fares of full service airlines and increase price competition.  When 
a LCC commences on a route, all competitors (full service airlines and LCCs) are forced to 
innovate in order to remain competitive.  That is, LCCs force full service airlines to re-think 
long standing business practices and competitive responses. 
 
From a freight perspective, the barriers to entry and expansion in all relevant regions are also 
low.  Freight capacity, particularly dedicated freight capacity, tends to quickly and closely 
follow demand.  This means that freight services are often either introduced or cancelled on a 
week to week or day to day basis depending on load factors.  Given that most dedicated 
freight services operate at non-peak time slots, obtaining landing rights is generally not an 
issue for new or returning operators. 
 
Detailed summaries of the operations, expansion plans, partnerships and alliances of Qantas 
and Emirates’ key international competitors are set out in Annexure E.  
 
7.5 South East Asia 

As set out above, as a result of the Proposed Conduct, Qantas and Emirates will overlap on 
services between: 
 

a) Melbourne and Singapore; 
 

b) Brisbane and Singapore; and 
 

c) Sydney and Bangkok. 
 
Taking the Commission’s reasoning from previous determinations,101 it follows that the 
Proposed Conduct will not raise any competition concerns given the highly competitive nature 
of the Australia-South East Asia market.  This is confirmed by the analysis below. 

In South East Asia, the Applicants will remain constrained by other rivals operating direct and 
(closely substitutable) indirect services including: 
 

a) in relation to Australia-Singapore passenger services:  

i. the main operator, Singapore Airlines (acting either alone or as part of its 
alliance with Virgin Australia).  As described in Annexure E, Singapore Airlines 
is one of the world’s largest carriers, with the greatest penetration of any foreign 
carrier into Australia.  Singapore Airlines and Virgin Australia place their codes 
on each other’s services.  In July 2012, Singapore Airlines reported that its 
passenger numbers were up around 10% year-on-year, along with increases in 
passenger load factor across all regions.102  It considers Australia one of its 
prime markets for growth.  It has planned further services to Brisbane,103 will 
boost Perth operations with four daily Boeing 777 flights to operate from 28 
October 2012,104 and has announced that it will operate an additional three 

                                                      
 
 
101 See for example JSA Determination, paras 4.165 and 4.186; Singapore Airlines/Virgin Australia Determination, 
para 4.115. 
102 Singapore Airlines June 2012 Operating Results, Singapore Airlines, 16 July 2012. Available: 
http://www.singaporeair.com/pdf/Investor-Relations/Operating-Stats/opstats-jun12.pdf. 
103 Mr Subhas Menon, Singapore Airlines Regional Vice President cited in Matt O’Sullivan ‘Singapore Airlines to up 
flights’ in The Sydney Morning Herald, 26 June 2012, p 5. 
104‘Two SQ A380s to MEL’ in Travel Daily, 20 July 2012. 
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services between Adelaide and Singapore.105  The carrier has also stated that it 
will operate ‘as many A380s as it can’ to Sydney and Melbourne.106  To this end, 
Singapore Airlines deployed a second daily A380 service between Singapore 
and Melbourne on 17 August 2012;107   

ii. Etihad, which currently operates three times a week between Brisbane and 
Singapore, using a two-class configured Airbus A330 aircraft, and will increase 
to daily frequencies from 1 February 2013.108  Etihad’s growth on the Brisbane-
Singapore route is particularly significant in the context of its overall expansion 
as outlined in Appendix E.  In July 2012, Etihad announced a 31% increase in 
its second quarter 2012 revenues to US$1.25 billion (compared to US$957 
million in 2011), contributing to first half 2012 revenues being up 30% to 
US$2.24 billion (compared to US$1.73 billion in 2011).109  Passenger numbers 
increased by 34% to 2.55 million in the second quarter of 2012, attributable to 
increased overall capacity and improved seat factors.110  Etihad and Virgin 
Australia place their codes on each other’s services.  It is reasonable to 
anticipate that Etihad will seek to grow its position on routes between Australia 
and Singapore going forward – for example, it is likely to up-gauge the aircraft 
on the Brisbane-Singapore route as it takes delivery of new Boeing 777 aircraft 
during 2012.  Growth is even more likely now that Etihad has increased its 
equity interest in Virgin Australia to 10%.111  Etihad’s CEO has indicated that 
any potential arrangement between Qantas and Emirates would not derail 
Etihad’s expansion plans in Australia;112  

iii. Scoot, which operates services between Sydney and the Gold Coast to 
Singapore.  Scoot offers business class seating and may be considered 
substitutable for full service carriers on this route.  Scoot has also reportedly 
indicated the possibility of operating services between Melbourne and 
Singapore;113  

iv. BA.  As described above, the JSA will cease prior to the commencement of 
Qantas operating services to Europe via Dubai.  This will mean that Qantas and 
BA will no longer coordinate on price or capacity on this route, however BA may 
codeshare on Qantas operated services between Singapore, Bangkok and 
Hong Kong, and Australian ports;   

v. Malaysia Airlines, flying via Kuala Lumpur.  As described in Annexure E, 
although it has embarked on rationalisation of some of its services, it has 
maintained all of its capacity and frequencies between Australia and Malaysia, 
in recognition of the value of the Australasian region to its network.  The carrier 
is currently undergoing an aggressive fleet renewal program designed to reduce 
the average age of its fleet from 12.2 years at the end of 2011 to 7.7 years by 

                                                      
 
 
105 ‘Singapore Airlines to increase Australian frequencies,’ CAPA, 26 June 2012. 
106 Mr Subhas Menon, Singapore Airlines Regional Vice President cited in ‘Singapore Airlines to up flights’ in The 
Sydney Morning Herald, 26 June 2012, p 5. 
107 ‘SIA to make network adjustments in northern winter schedule,’ Singapore Airlines Press Release, 24 July 2012. 
Available: http://www.singaporeair.com/jsp/cms/en_UK/press_release_news/ne120724.jsp 
108 ‘Etihad Airways boots Brisbane flights to daily,’ Etihad Press Release, 16 August 2012. Available: 
http://www.etihadairways.com/sites/Etihad/au/en/aboutetihad/mediacenter/newslisting/newsdetails/Pages/etihad-
airways-boosts-brisbane-flights-to-daily-aug12.aspx?fromNewsListing=true 
109 ‘Codeshares and Partnerships Boost Etihad’s Q2 Revenues to USD 2.1 billion,’ Etihad Press Release (4 July 
2012). Available: http://www.etihadmediacentre.com/file.php?f_ID=3620 (accessed 28 August 2012). 
110 Ibid. 
111 ‘Etihad Airways Increases Stake in Virgin Australia’ Etihad Media Release 2 September 2012. Available: 
http://www.etihadmediacentre.com/file/php?f_id=3705  
112 Etihad CEO James Hogan cited in ‘Foreign Airlines Up Pressure On Qantas With More Flights’ in Sydney Morning 
Herald, 16 August 2012. Available: http://www.smh.com.au/business/foreign-airlines-up-pressure-on-qantas-with-
more-flights-20120815-248zv.html (accessed 16 August 2012). 
113 ‘Scoot weighs up new Australian routes’, Sydney Morning Herald, 30 July 2012. Available: 
http://www.smh.com.au/business/scoot-weighs-up-new-australian-routes-20120729-236fv.html 
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the end of 2012, making it one of the youngest fleets in the region.114  Malaysia 
Airlines will launch Airbus A380 services to Australia (Sydney in November 
2012115 and Melbourne in March 2013);116 

vi. AirAsia X, flying via Kuala Lumpur.  AirAsia X has recently announced further 
expansion of services from Australia, with plans to double capacity and operate 
daily services to Kuala Lumpur from each of Sydney, Melbourne and Perth by 
the end of 2014;117 and 

vii. Tiger Airways, flying between Perth and Singapore.  Tiger Airways operates a 
pan-Asian network of domestic and international low-cost services from its 
bases in Singapore and Melbourne.  Singapore Airlines is the largest 
shareholder in Tiger Airways. 

 
b) in relation to Australia-Thailand passenger services: 

i. the main operator, Thai Airways.  As described in Annexure E, Thai Airways 
is majority government owned and offers extensive services to and from its 
hub in Bangkok.  As a member of the Star Alliance, Thai Airways is able to 
coordinate with fellow alliance members (including Singapore Airlines) in 
relation to corporate dealing in Australia;118   

ii. Singapore Airlines, flying via Singapore.  As the data in Appendix G shows, 
Singapore Airlines has a 10.9% share of total passenger traffic between 
Australia and Thailand despite offering a one-stop proposition in competition 
with direct services operated by the Applicants;    

iii. Malaysia Airlines, flying via Kuala Lumpur; 

iv. Cathay Pacific, flying via Hong Kong; and 

v. Tiger Airways, flying via Singapore. 
 

The data in Annexure G indicates that:  
 
a) in relation to services between Australia and Singapore, Emirates represents only 6.7% of 

total passenger traffic.  Assuming Qantas retains a similar point to point capacity once it 
shifts its A380 flying to Dubai, the Proposed Conduct will result in the Qantas Group 
(including Jetstar and Jetstar Asia) and Emirates having a combined share of 39.3% of all 
passengers travelling between Australia and Singapore.  Even combined, this is less than 
Singapore Airlines’ share of 49.4% of all traffic (which is expected to grow further as it 
adds capacity and its wholly owned subsidiary Scoot expands its Australian services); 
and 

 
b) in relation to services between Australia and Thailand, Emirates represents only 3.1% of 

total passenger traffic.  The Proposed Conduct will result in the Qantas Group (including 
Jetstar and Jetstar Asia) and Emirates having a combined share of 24.5% of all 

                                                      
 
 
114 Malaysia Airlines Annual Report 2011, p18. 
115 ‘Malaysia Airlines sets another Malaysian record with commencement of A380 scheduled service,’ Malaysia 
Airlines Press Release, 1 July 2012. Available: http://www.malaysiaairlines.com/hq/en/corporate-info/press-
room/latest/malaysia-airlines-sets-another-malaysian-record-with-commencement-of-a380-scheduled-service.html 
116 'Malaysia Airlines starts daily A380 Melbourne-KL in March?' in Australian Business Traveller, 6 August 2012, 
Available: http://www.ausbt.com.au/malaysia-airlines-starts-daily-mas-airbus-a380-melbourne-kuala-lumpur-in-march  
See also ‘Melbourne to become fourth A380 destination for Malaysia Airlines after Heathrow, Narita and Sydney’, 
CAPA, 6 August 2012.   
117 ‘AirAsia X takes the fight to Jetstar’ in The Sydney Morning Herald 26 July 2012. 
118 Star Alliance Determination, paras 3.12-3.13.  
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passengers travelling between Australia and Thailand.  Even combined, this is 
significantly less than Thai Airways’ share of 40.2% of all traffic. 

 
In relation to freight services between Australia and South East Asia, the Applicants will 
remain constrained by the significant number of operating carriers providing direct and 
indirect services from various ports in Australia.  For example, in relation to Australia-
Singapore services, Singapore Airlines and Etihad both carry belly-hold freight, while UPS, 
DHL and Federal Express provide dedicated freighter services (one way, northbound).  New 
entrant Scoot also offers freight services on its Boeing 777 aircraft and is expected to expand 
its loadings.  In relation to Australia-Thailand services, Thai Airways sells belly-hold freight 
and also supplements with freighter services.  Cathay Pacific, Singapore Airlines and 
Malaysia Airlines offer Australia–Asia freight capacity via their hubs using both passenger 
belly and freighter services.  More generally, constraints will be imposed by operators carrying 
freight in the belly-hold of passenger aircraft through other Asian hubs – including Virgin 
Atlantic, AirAsia X, China Southern, Korean Airlines, China Eastern and JAL. 
 
7.6 Europe 

As set out above, as a result of the Proposed Conduct, Qantas and Emirates will overlap on 
services between: 
 

a) Melbourne and London; and 
 

b) Sydney and London. 
 

With or without the Proposed Conduct, Qantas will withdraw from Frankfurt.  The services will 
cease after the Proposed Conduct is authorised (to enable a smooth transition for passengers 
to Emirates services to Frankfurt), or will otherwise cease by the end of 2013.  This will mean 
that the Australia-Germany overlap will cease.  For this reason, services between Australia 
and Germany are not considered further in this submission.  The only ongoing current overlap 
to Europe will be of Qantas-operated and Emirates-operated services to London Heathrow.   
 
Importantly, the JSA between Qantas and BA will cease prior to Qantas commencing services 
to Europe via Dubai.  Although Qantas and BA may continue to codeshare on some of each 
other’s non-overlapping services, coordination in respect of prices and capacity will cease.  
BA may codeshare on certain services operated by Qantas from Singapore (as well as 
Bangkok and Hong Kong) to ports in Australia, however there will not be any price or capacity 
coordination between Qantas and BA in respect of any routes following the termination of the 
JSA.  For the avoidance of doubt, there will not be any coordination between Qantas, BA and 
Emirates at any time.  Accordingly, the Qantas/BA market shares should be disaggregated for 
the purposes of conducting a forward looking competition assessment.   
 
Taking the Commission’s reasoning from previous determinations,119 it follows that the 
Proposed Conduct will not raise any competition concerns given the highly competitive nature 
of services between Australia and Europe.  This is confirmed by the analysis below.  The 
magnitude of traffic flows between Europe and Australia/New Zealand makes the 'Kangaroo 
Route' highly attractive for any mid-point carrier to target.  The Australia-Europe route is 
characterised by a large number of carriers operating via various mid-points, including:  
 

a) Qantas to London (via Singapore); 
 

b) BA to London (via Singapore) and to other points within Europe (via London);  
 

c) Singapore Airlines to London and various points within Europe (via Singapore);  
 

d) Cathay Pacific to London and various points within Europe (via Hong Kong); 
                                                      
 
 
119 JSA Determination, paras 4.122, 4.188 and 4.123; Etihad/Virgin Australia Determination, para 4.71; Singapore 
Airlines/Virgin Australia Determination, paras 4.95-4.103. 
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e) Thai Airways to London and various points within Europe (via Bangkok); 

 
f) Malaysia Airlines to London and various points within Europe (via Kuala Lumpur);  

 
g) China Southern to London and various points within Europe (via Guangzhou); 

 
h) Air China to London and various points within Europe (via Beijing); 

 
i) China Eastern to London and various points within Europe (via Shanghai); 

 
j) Emirates to various points within the UK and Europe (via Dubai); 

 
k) Etihad to London and various points within Europe (via Abu Dhabi); 

 
l) Qatar Airways to London and various points within Europe (via Doha);  

 
m) Air New Zealand to London (via Auckland and Hong Kong or Los Angeles); 

 
n) Virgin Atlantic to London (via Hong Kong); 

 
o) JAL to London and various points within Europe (via Tokyo); and 

 
p) Korean Airlines to London and various points within Europe (via Seoul). 

 
In addition, various alliance and codeshare arrangements enable many of these carriers to 
connect with multiple airline partners which do not directly serve various Australian 
destinations, or even major Australian cities.  For example, Etihad is able to access numerous 
Australian domestic destinations through its integrated alliance with Virgin Australia, while 
Lufthansa – which no longer operates its own services to Australia – is able to access 
Australian gateway destinations via codeshare arrangements with Singapore Airlines and 
Thai Airways. 
 
As the Commission has acknowledged, the relevant routes are highly competitive (due to the 
emergence and aggressive expansion of mid-point carriers) and the intensity of that 
competition has increased over time.120  In addition to organic expansion by existing carriers, 
this competition comes from technological advances allowing the operation of more efficient, 
higher capacity and longer range aircraft (such as the A380, A350 XWB, B777 and B787) 
which enables carriers to compete more vigorously on international long-haul services.  The 
next wave of aggressive competition will come from the Chinese carriers.  
 
Many key carriers are focussing attention on services between Australia and Europe.  For 
example: 
 

a) in addition to its focus on expansion within Australia outlined above, Singapore 
Airlines will increase its daily services from Singapore to London from three to four 
from September 2012.121  This is expected to generate aggressive pricing activity.  In 
June 2012, Virgin Australia sought approval from the International Air Services 
Commission to codeshare on Singapore Airlines’ services from Australia to Paris and 
Amsterdam via Singapore.122  As noted above, on 17 August 2012 Singapore Airlines 

                                                      
 
 
120 JSA Determination, paras 4.169-4.170, 4.190 
121 ‘SIA To Add Fourth Daily London Service’, Singapore Airlines Press Release, 7 June 2012. Available: 
http://www.singaporeair.com/jsp/cms/en_UK/press_release_news/ne120607.jsp 
122  International Air Services Commission – Determination [2012] IASC 105 and Determination [2012] IASC 217.  
Available: http://www.iasc.gov.au/determinations_decisions/files/2012/2012iasc105.pdf, 
http://www.iasc.gov.au/determinations_decisions/files/2012/2012iasc217.pdf) 
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deployed a second A380 daily service from Melbourne to Singapore, which will 
enable daytime flights from Melbourne to London and Frankfurt;123  
 

b) Cathay Pacific has increased its frequencies on its Hong Kong-Sydney route to four 
daily services.124  It has also recently ordered 10 Airbus A350-1000s (350 seat 
aircraft) and it is reasonable to anticipate that some of these may ultimately be 
deployed on routes to Australia.  Cathay Pacific is investing $HK3 billion 
(approximately $AU370 million) to introduce its new business, economy and premium 
economy class products onto flights between Hong Kong and Melbourne, Adelaide, 
Perth, Brisbane and Cairns during 2012 and early 2013,125 described as 
demonstrating the airline’s commitment to the region.126  Cathay Pacific has indicated 
that: ‘Australia has always been, now and in the future, an important market for 
Cathay Pacific.  It is our third or fourth biggest market in terms of sales after our home 
market of Hong Kong, North America and China’;127 

 
c) Etihad will take delivery of ten A380 aircraft in late 2014 and has stated that it will use 

these between Sydney and London via Abu Dhabi.128  On 1 July 2012, Etihad 
introduced the first of three Boeing 777-300ER aircraft on its three daily Abu-Dhabi-
London services, replacing A340-600 aircraft and increasing capacity on the service 
by 13%.129  It will also introduce a Boeing 777 aircraft on one of its 13 weekly services 
between Abu Dhabi and Frankfurt from February 2013.130  Meanwhile, it continues to 
build on its strategic partnership with Virgin Australia (which gives it country-wide 
domestic feed) and is focussing on expanding its Melbourne and Brisbane 
services.131  In August 2012, Etihad opened a new line maintenance facility in 
Melbourne,132 while also announcing a significant increase in the frequency of its 
Brisbane-Abu Dhabi (via Singapore) service to a daily service from 1 February 
2013.133  Etihad’s CEO stated that the increased services reflected a ‘game changing’ 
move and the strategic importance of Australia to the carrier.134  As mentioned above, 
growth is even more likely now that Etihad has increased its equity interest in Virgin 
Australia to 10%;135 

 
d) Qatar Airways operates daily non-stop flights from Melbourne to Doha, with 

connections to London and other parts of Europe.  In addition, it offers three times 
weekly flights from Perth and has announced its intention to increase those 
frequencies to daily, effective 2 December 2012.136  In line with this expansion, Qatar 
Airways recently signed a two year memorandum of understanding with the Western 
Australian Government to engage in a $1.2 million cooperative marketing campaign 
designed to promote tourism between the State and Qatar.137  The carrier has also 

                                                      
 
 
123 ‘SIA to make network adjustments in northern winter schedule,’ Singapore Airlines Press Release, 24 July 2012. 
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held meetings with Western Australia Premier and the Western Australian Chamber 
of Commerce and Industry to discuss new trade, business and investment 
opportunities in Western Australia.138  In January 2012, Qatar Airways officially 
opened its premium lounge for first and business class passengers at London 
Heathrow ahead of the company’s increased capacity from four to five flights a day on 
the London-Doha route which commenced in late March 2012.  The carrier has 
announced further plans to operate its Boeing 787 to London Heathrow from August 
2012139 and is also expected to increase capacity to Europe, with expanded 
frequencies to Barcelona, Brussels and Oslo from late 2012 or early 2013.140  The 
Applicants understand from press reports that Qatar Airways has capacity and 
frequency allowances which it may utilise to serve Brisbane and Sydney in the next 
few years.141  In July 2012, Qatar Airways indicated that direct Sydney-Doha services 
may be offered in the future.142  Most recently, Qatar Airways announced that it will 
start operating services to Warsaw and Belgrade by the end of 2012.143  The 
Applicants also understand that Qatar Airways is considering joining the oneworld 
global airline alliance,144 or alternatively it has been reported that the airline may 
establish an integrated alliance with BA;145  

 
e) China Southern’s focus on Australia-Europe services is particularly significant.146  

China Southern has stated that one of its key priorities in 2012 is strategic 
transformation and internationalisation, including a secured presence on routes 
between Australia and London and enhanced operational capability for international 
long haul travel.147  China Southern’s chairman recently stated that the carrier is 
expanding its international network by leveraging its extensive domestic service 
network and its transit hub in Guangzhou which provides connections between 
international and domestic services and is aiming to increase international routes to 
30% of its total routes this year.148 
 
To this end, on 6 June 2012, China Southern launched its ‘Canton Route’ services 
between Australia and London via Guangzhou.149  Initially operating three times 
weekly, these services will increase to daily by late October or early November 
2012.150  With a three hour stopover in Guangzhou and low fares,151 the route is 
intended to provide a competitive alternative to the ‘Kangaroo Route’.  China 
Southern also flies to Amsterdam and Paris and will fly to Frankfurt by 2014.152  The 
carrier has engaged in aggressive price competition, offering economy fares from 
$1,800 return153 and business class fares from as low as $5,800 return.154  China 

                                                      
 
 
138 ‘Qatar Airways To Boost Business in Western Australia,’ Qatar Airways Press Release (3 July 2012). Available: 
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Southern increased frequencies on the ‘Canton Route’ during 2012, with Sydney-
Guangzhou frequencies increasing from 11 times weekly to twice daily from June and 
Melbourne-Guangzhou frequencies increasing from daily to twice daily from July.155  
Brisbane-Guangzhou frequencies will increase from four to seven per week from 
December 2012, with three of those seasonal services including a stop via Cairns for 
the first time.156   
 
China Southern intends to almost triple the current frequency of 35 flights from 
Australia to China per week to 110 by the end of 2015.157  China Southern’s focus on 
the Guangzhou route and services to Australia has again been confirmed recently by 
the airline’s CEO.158  The carrier officially opened its new regional headquarters for 
Australia and New Zealand in Sydney in August 2012, the airline’s first overseas 
office.159  China Southern has recently signed a $9 million agreement with Tourism 
Australia, state tourism bodies and each of Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Perth and 
Guangzhou Baiyun airports to develop and market the ‘Canton Route’.160 
 
This commitment needs to be understood in the context of China Southern’s 
aggressive global fleet expansion.  In October 2011, China Southern took delivery of 
the first of five A380 aircraft, becoming the first Chinese carrier to operate this type of 
aircraft.161  It now has three A380 aircraft in service.162  China Southern has indicated 
that it will be using the A380s (and eventually the 787 Dreamliners) to enhance its 
international product offering, with routes to Australia flagged as a likely focus for 
deployment.163  The A380s are part of a fleet growth plan that will see the carrier 
having 465 aircraft by the end of 2015;164   
 

f) Malaysia Airlines is deploying new A380 aircraft on London-Kuala Lumpur flights from 
1 July 2012,165 Sydney-Kuala Lumpur flights from 26 November 2012166 and 
Melbourne-Kuala Lumpur flights from March 2013.167  This will enable the airline to 
service the Kangaroo Route using its A380 fleet, in competition with the Applicants.  
An aggressive marketing campaign in Australia is anticipated;168 and 
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g) Turkish Airlines has recently confirmed that it has orders with Boeing and Airbus for 
an additional 40 aircraft, including Boeing 777 and Airbus A330-300 aircraft and that it 
intends to add Australia to its network.169 

 
The presence and aggressive expansion of other carriers on services between Australia and 
Europe demonstrates that the Proposed Conduct will not raise any competition concerns, 
despite the data in Annexure H suggesting that the Applicants would have relatively high 
combined shares.  For example, based on the most recent available data (FY 2012), the 
Applicants would have combined shares of 46.6% of total passenger traffic between Australia 
and the UK, including 46.8% and 56.6% of total business purpose passenger traffic between 
New South Wales (Sydney) and Victoria (Melbourne) and the UK respectively. 
 
These relatively high combined shares do not accurately reflect the real competitive dynamics 
at play or the structural features which would constrain the Applicants because: 
 

a) the data reflects a narrow snapshot of services to one airport in one city in one 
country (London Heathrow) rather than the global features which reflect true 
competitive dynamics between carriers.  The relevant regional European market 
instead includes other destinations within the UK and continental Europe; 
 

b) the data does not properly reflect the impact of Qantas International’s capacity 
reductions effective from 24 March 2012.  Qantas International is an increasingly 
marginalised player on highly competitive routes between Australia and Europe.  This 
has been compounded since Qantas International withdrew further services from key 
routes.  Effective 24 March 2012, Qantas International halved its services between 
Sydney and London to two daily services (daily Sydney-Singapore-London Heathrow 
and daily Melbourne-Singapore-London Heathrow).  Previously, Qantas International 
had operated four daily services from Australia into London (daily Sydney-Singapore-
London Heathrow, daily Sydney-Bangkok-London Heathrow, daily Melbourne-
Singapore-London Heathrow and daily Melbourne-Hong Kong-London Heathrow);  
 

c) to the extent share data is useful, it demonstrates that Qantas International’s share 
has been steadily declining, while other carriers have been steadily increasing;  
 

d) the JSA between Qantas and BA will cease before Qantas commences services to 
Europe through Dubai.  The dissolution of the JSA opens up opportunities for BA to 
engage with another carrier to offer new routings between Australia and Europe.  For 
example, it has been reported that in response to the Proposed Conduct BA may 
enter into an alliance with a Chinese carrier, Qatar Airways170 or Cathay Pacific;171 
 

e) the Applicants will clearly remain constrained by the growing number of actual and 
potential competitors on all relevant routes; and 
 

f) the counterfactual position involves Qantas International further reducing services to 
London. 

 
In relation to freight services between Australia and Europe, the Applicants will similarly 
remain constrained by the significant number of operating carriers providing services from 
various ports in Australia via various mid-point hubs.  Constraints will be imposed by 

                                                      
 
 
169 See http://www.turkishairlines.com/en-int/flight-destinations/special-offers/#From_Istanbul-EconomyClass where 
Turkish Airlines lists Brisbane, Melbourne, Perth and Sydney as destinations. 
170 ‘oneworld’s BA and Qantas may shake up global alliances irreversibly as Emirates and Qatar enter’, CAPA, 6 
June 2012. Available: http://www.centreforaviation.com/analysis/oneworlds-ba-and-qantas-may-shake-up-global-
alliances-irreversibly-as-emirates-and-qatar-enter-75416 
171 ‘BA could consider Chinese partner for UK-Australia services, considering minority AA stake purchase’, CAPA, 7 
August 2012. 
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operators carrying freight in the belly-hold of passenger aircraft – including Singapore Airlines, 
Thai Airways, Virgin Atlantic, Malaysia Airlines, Etihad, Qatar Airways, Cathay Pacific, JAL, 
Garuda Indonesia, Korean Airlines, Asiana, China Eastern, China Southern and Air China.  In 
addition, dedicated freight services are also operated by Singapore Airlines and Cathay 
Pacific connecting Europe with Australia via their respective hubs.   
 
7.7 Trans-Tasman 

Qantas and Emirates provide overlapping services between Brisbane, Sydney and Melbourne 
to Auckland and between Sydney and Christchurch.  Adopting the Commission’s reasoning 
from previous determinations, it follows that the Proposed Conduct is far less problematic 
than the current Air New Zealand/Virgin Australia alliance.   
 
The Applicants will remain constrained by: 
 

a) the main operators, Air New Zealand and Virgin Australia.  Air New Zealand is a 
strong competitor on the trans-Tasman and consistently sets the competitive 
benchmark for Qantas.  Air New Zealand has commented that its alliance with Virgin 
Australia has been ‘tremendously effective’ with its Australian passenger numbers 
increasing from 100 to 300 passengers per day in 12 months.172  In July 2012, Air 
New Zealand and Virgin Australia significantly boosted capacity on direct services 
between Auckland and Perth, by introducing a larger Boeing B777 aircraft featuring 
premium economy and lie-flat business seating.173  In July 2012, Air New Zealand 
commenced direct, twice weekly seasonal flights between Auckland and 
Maroochydore.174  As a member of the Star Alliance, Air New Zealand is able to 
coordinate with fellow alliance members (including Singapore Airlines and Thai 
Airways) in relation to corporate dealing in Australia;175 
 

b) the other fifth freedom carriers (FFCs) operating on the route, including LAN and 
China Airlines (which will commence four-weekly A330-300 services on the Sydney-
Auckland route from 28 October 2012);176 and 
 

c) the prospect of new entry (particularly by Etihad, potentially in collaboration with 
Virgin Australia and Air New Zealand, and Qatar Airways).   
 

As the data in Annexure I shows, Emirates’ share of total trans-Tasman traffic is only 8.8%.  
Emirates’ entry on the trans-Tasman has had a pro-competitive effect and improved customer 
choice, particularly given that it is the only airline to offer wide-bodied, three-class services 
and its investment in advertising on both sides of the Tasman.177  However, Emirates imposes 
limited constraint on the Qantas Group on the trans-Tasman.  Even with the recent and 
upcoming additions of A380 capacity, Emirates’ relatively small capacity share and low 
number of destinations and frequencies means that there is limited price competition between 
Qantas and Emirates.  As discussed below, the real competitive rivalry exists between 
Qantas/Jetstar and Air New Zealand/Virgin Australia. 
 
Emirates is constrained from adding further capacity and frequency to the trans-Tasman 
because of the scheduling windows for its long haul flights from Australia, the fact that larger 
long haul aircraft are less suitable for short haul flights (due to the relatively higher operating 
costs including fuel and cabin crew) and the fact that larger aircraft such as the A380 cannot 
land at Wellington Airport.  Such factors inhibiting further expansion mean that it would at best 
                                                      
 
 
172 ‘Air New Zealand alliance with Virgin Australia ‘tremendously effective’: CFO ' effective,’ CAPA, 26 July 2012. 
173 ‘Significant capacity boost for Auckland-Perth alliance services,’ Air New Zealand Media Release, 9 May 2012. 
Available: http://www.airnewzealand.com.au/press-release-2012-significant-capacity-boost-for-auckland-perth-
alliance-services  
174 ‘NZ touches down at MCY’ in Travel Daily, 2 July 2012. 
175 Star Alliance Determination, paras 3.12-3.13.  
176 ‘AKL applaud China Air’, in Travel Daily, 6 August 2012. 
177 ACCC’s Draft Determination in relation to Applications for authorisation A91001, A91002 and A91003 lodged by 
Qantas Airways Limited and Air New Zealand Limited in relation to the Tasman Networks Agreement dated 3 
November 2006, para 9.203. 
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take some period of time before Emirates could be a viable alternative for time-sensitive 
passengers.178  In conditionally approving the Air New Zealand/Virgin Australia alliance, the 
Commission considered that although Emirates acted as a competitive constraint on the 
alliance, its ability to do so going forward was limited.179  The Proposed Conduct will not 
cause any competitive detriment on non-overlapping routes because it will not alter any 
incentive that Emirates currently has to enter those routes.   
 
The Proposed Conduct will result in Qantas/Jetstar and Emirates having a combined share of 
39.6% of total passenger traffic on the trans-Tasman.  This is equivalent to Air New Zealand’s 
standalone 40.9% share.  It is far less than Air New Zealand/Virgin Australia’s combined 
share of 56.9%.  
 
In relation to freight services between Australia and New Zealand, the Applicants will again 
remain constrained by a number of other freight carriers (both in the belly-hold of passenger 
services and dedicated freighters).  The Applicants acknowledge that Qantas operates a 
dedicated freighter on the trans-Tasman and that Emirates’ use of wide body aircraft means 
that it is well suited to the carriage of freight.  However, as for passenger services, the 
Applicants will remain constrained by the significant presence of Air New Zealand, China 
Airlines and LAN.  In addition, three dedicated freighters – operated by Singapore Airlines, 
Federal Express and Tasman Air Cargo Services – compete on the trans-Tasman.  The 
presence of Singapore Airlines is particularly significant given its commitment to the 
Australasian region, as detailed in Annexure E.  In its consideration of the Air New 
Zealand/Virgin Australia alliance, the Commission noted the availability of indirect route 
options, FFCs and specialist freight operators on the trans-Tasman.180 
 
7.8 No Coordinated Effects 

The Proposed Conduct will not enhance the ability or incentive for coordinated effects 
between airline cooperative arrangements operating on the trans-Tasman. 
 
The Commission has acknowledged the potential for sustainable coordination is greatest 
where: 
 

a) firms have the ability and incentive to settle on terms (not necessarily by 
communication or active coordination) that are profitable for all; 
 

b) firms can detect deviations from the consensus; 
 

c) the threat of retaliation from other firms involved is sufficiently costly to act as a 
deterrent to deviation; and 

 
d) the consensus is not undermined by competitive constraints.181 

 
These conditions are not present in respect of the trans-Tasman.  To the contrary, the ability 
for carriers to engage in coordinated conduct is lessened or eliminated by: 
 

a) the highly competitive and dynamic nature of the global aviation industry within which 
the Proposed Conduct will take place; 
 

b) low barriers to entry and expansion, which encourage independent firms to enter, 
undermine any coordination and reduce the ability for any concerted attempts to raise 
prices or lower service quality.  As set out above, the trans-Tasman is one of the most 
liberal aviation corridors in the world;  

 

                                                      
 
 
178 Ibid, para 9.204. 
179 ACCC Determination Air New Zealand/Virgin Australia Alliance, para 5.266 and para 5.292. 
180 Air New Zealand/Virgin Australia Determination, para 5.463.  
181 ACCC Merger Guidelines, p 33. 
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c) the various carriers within each cooperative arrangement having different cost bases 
and business models, which means that they are less likely to have aligned interests.  
All the relevant carriers within the two cooperative arrangements on the trans-Tasman 
have vastly different characteristics and geopolitical objectives.  Some are full service 
airlines with relevant network, frequency and scheduling considerations driving their 
operations and local distribution models via travel agents (Qantas, Emirates and Air 
New Zealand), another is a LCC with a particular focus on leisure passengers 
(Jetstar) and one has an evolving business model with a focus on a ‘virtual’ rather 
than operational international network (Virgin Australia);182 

 
d) the lack of pricing transparency, which makes it difficult for carriers to detect any 

‘cheating’ by otherwise co-ordinating carriers.  Once capacity is determined, airlines 
use yield management systems to maximise revenue and overall route profitability.  
Such systems are sophisticated and mean that rivals only have limited visibility over 
pricing structures and strategies.  This lack of transparency, coupled with each 
carrier’s incentive to ‘cheat’ in order to maximise their own route profitability, means 
that co-ordination is both practically difficult and economically less attractive;  

 
e) the degree of product differentiation, which means that there is less likely to be any 

stagnation or false comfort that service and price competition can deteriorate through 
a collective exercise of market power, without repercussion; 

 
f) the price sensitivity of the majority of passengers (as the Tribunal has recognised in 

respect of the trans-Tasman183), which means that all carriers lack the ability – 
whether individually or in concert – to raise prices;   
 

g) the fact that of the 22 trans-Tasman routes, there are only four on which the two 
cooperative arrangements would overlap; and 

 
h) substantial excess capacity, which will be preserved pursuant to the commitment 

referred to in section 7.9 below, meaning that either cooperative arrangement would 
have the opportunity to quickly absorb extra passengers in the event of a price rise by 
another, which removes the ‘comfort’ otherwise coordinating firms might have.  This 
feature will become more apparent when Emirates introduces its A380 services 
between Melbourne and Auckland in October 2012, in line with its existing Sydney-
Auckland A380 services. 

 
7.9 Trans-Tasman Capacity Commitment 

The Applicants are committed to continuing to provide services on the trans-Tasman.  The 
Proposed Conduct will not lead to any substantial lessening of competition or any coordinated 
effects.  Instead, it will provoke pro-competitive responses and stimulate market growth.  
Moreover, the Proposed Conduct will increase the Applicants' overall combined feeder traffic, 
which will potentially encourage increased capacity and/or frequencies on the Applicants' 
services. 
 
However, to address any potential residual concern that the Proposed Conduct might lead to 
reduced capacity on the trans-Tasman, the Applicants are willing to offer a formal 
commitment not to reduce overall trans-Tasman capacity, on the draft basis set out in 
Annexure L.   
 
The commitment relates to actual total trans-Tasman capacity and should alleviate any 
residual concerns because: 
 
                                                      
 
 
182 Virgin Australia announced a move away from being a LCC business in 2005 and signalled an intention to become 
a ‘New World Carrier’. As part of its ‘game change’ strategy Virgin Australia seeks to attract higher yield corporate 
and business passengers while remaining attractive to leisure passengers: see Singapore Airlines/Virgin Australia 
Determination, paras 2.7-2.8. 
183 Re Qantas Airways Limited, para 390. 
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a) unlike the Air New Zealand/Virgin Australia alliance which resulted in those parties 
being the sole operators on two routes (Brisbane-Wellington and Brisbane-Dunedin), 
the Proposed Conduct will not result in Qantas International, Jetstar and/or Emirates 
being the sole operator(s) on any routes;  

 
b) unlike the Air New Zealand/Virgin Australia Alliance which resulted in the combination 

of two Australasian carriers which otherwise have unrestricted freedoms to fly across 
the Tasman and actively compete against each other in terms of frequency, capacity 
and destinations flown, the Proposed Conduct only involves the combination of one 
Australasian carrier (Qantas/Jetstar) with one FFC (Emirates) and will not remove any 
incentive for Emirates to expand further on any trans-Tasman routes; and 
 

c) unlike the Air New Zealand/Virgin Australia alliance which resulted in a current 
combined share of total trans-Tasman passenger traffic of approximately 56.9%, the 
Proposed Conduct will only result in a combined share of approximately 39.6%. 
 

This commitment is significant because it will provide Australian and New Zealand consumers 
with certainty that would not be possible without the Proposed Conduct.  In addition, as the 
New Zealand Ministry of Transport recognised in recommending the authorisation of the Air 
New Zealand/Virgin Australia alliance, the capacity commitment will: 
 

‘break one of the key links between an increase in market power and an increase in 
price, namely a reduction in quantity.  Maintaining or increasing capacity which the 
applicants need to sell will constrain their ability to increase price.’184  

 
In order to achieve the significant benefits possible pursuant to the Proposed Conduct it is 
critical that the commitment only relates to total trans-Tasman capacity, rather than specific 
city pair routes.  If this is accepted, the Applicants envisage that as a result of the Proposed 
Conduct they may be able to offer:  
 

a) new direct services between Adelaide and Auckland (currently only operated by Air 
New Zealand); and/or 
 

b) new direct services between Perth and Auckland (currently only operated by Air New 
Zealand). 

 
These potential new services would be a material and direct result of the Proposed Conduct. 
 
 
8 PUBLIC BENEFITS 

8.1 Overview 

In determining whether conduct should be authorised under the Act, the Commission will 
apply the ‘future with-and-without test’ established by the Tribunal to identify and weigh the 
public benefit and public detriment generated by conduct for which authorisation has been 
sought.  Under this test, the Commission compares the public benefit and anti-competitive 
detriment generated by arrangements in the future if the authorisation is granted with those 
generated if the authorisation is not granted. 
 
Public benefit is not defined in the Act.  However, the Tribunal has stated that the term should 
be given its widest possible meaning.  It specifically includes: 
 

                                                      
 
 
184 Analysis of Air New Zealand/Virgin Blue application for authorisation of a trans-Tasman alliance,’ Ministry of 
Transport Public Report, para 15. Available: 
http://www.transport.govt.nz/ourwork/air/Documents/Analysis%20of%20Air%20New%20Zealand%20-
%20Virgin%20Blue%20application%20for%20authorisation%20of%20a%20trans-Tasman%20alliance%20pdf.pdf 
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‘…anything of value to the community generally, any contribution to the aims pursued 
by society including as one of its principle elements … the achievement of the 
economic goals of efficiency and progress.’185 
 

The Tribunal has accepted a ‘total welfare standard’ test as the most appropriate measure of 
public benefit under the Act.  The total welfare standard recognises that cost savings and 
efficiencies that accrue to private firms are relevant: 

‘It follows that cost savings achieved by a firm in the course of providing goods or 
services to members of the public are a public benefit which can and should be taken 
into account for the purposes of s90 of the Act, where they result in pass through 
which reduces prices to final consumers, or in other benefits, for example, by way of 
dividends to a range of shareholders or being returned to the firm for future 
investment.  However, the weight that should be accorded to such cost savings may 
vary depending upon who takes advantage of them and the time period over which 
the benefits are received.  

Our reference to, and adoption of, a total welfare standard - subject to a caveat 
regarding the weight to be given to public benefits to the extent to which they are not 
shared among members of the community generally - should not be seen as a new 
development in the jurisprudence of authorisation.  The expression is no more than 
an economic label describing an analytical tool for determining net public benefit.  It 
may be that this expression has not been explicitly used by tribunals and courts 
during the history of Australian authorisation decisions.  Nevertheless, the doctrine 
and principles which it represents may be found consistently in the decisions to which 
we have referred, commencing with QCMA, and it is an appropriate standard to use 
given the objects sought by the Act and the language employed in the relevant 
legislative provisions relating to authorisation.’186  

The Tribunal has also acknowledged that when a limited public detriment is found, a 
substantial public benefit is not required to outweigh such detriment.187 
 
The Proposed Conduct is inherently pro-competitive and efficiency enhancing.  The 
Applicants will deliver the following public benefits:   
 

a) a significantly expanded global network, improved connectivity and greater choices 
for Qantas passengers and freight customers to seamlessly travel from Australia to 
New Zealand, Europe and the MENA Region as well as other potential regions 
(subject to traffic rights), as well as for Emirates passengers and freight customers 
connecting to the Qantas Group’s domestic and other international services; 
 

b) materially and instantly enhancing the benefits for members of both parties’ frequent 
flyer programs, by significantly increasing earning and redemption opportunities 
across the combined networks; 
 

c) enhanced customer experiences and increased product innovation; 
 

d) improved competitive offerings from rival carriers in response to the Proposed 
Conduct; 
 

e) cost savings and enhanced economic efficiencies, including from joint purchasing, 
which will contribute to optimising the operating performance of both Applicants; 
 

f) increased tourism and employment;  
                                                      
 
 
185 Re 7-Eleven Stores (1994) ATPR 41-357 at 42,677. See also Queensland Co-operative Milling Association Ltd 
(1976) ATPR 40-012 at 17,242. 
186 Re Qantas Airways Limited, paras 189-190. 
187 Ibid, para 647. 
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g) promotion of international trade; and 

 
h) economic benefits of enhanced and expedited Emirates growth in Australia. 

 
Moreover, the Proposed Conduct will deliver a significant additional public benefit by ensuring 
the long term sustainability of Qantas International and the associated benefits that flow to 
Australians including direct expenditure, infrastructure investment, increased tourism and 
employment.  Taken together, these benefits demonstrate that the test for assessing public 
benefit – based on the total welfare standard adopted by Tribunal – is satisfied. 
 
These benefits are detailed further below.  
 
8.2 Expanded Qantas Network, Improved Connectivity and Greater Customer 

Choice 

By combining the global network of Emirates and the international and domestic networks of 
the Qantas Group, the Proposed Conduct will provide unprecedented global coverage and 
flexibility on itineraries between Australia and numerous destinations in Europe and the 
MENA Region for consumers who wish to fly Qantas – particularly the 8.5 million QFF 
members.   
 
Offering Qantas customers access to a true global network will provide significant benefits, 
not only through the greatly enhanced ability to earn and redeem frequent flyer points (as 
described below), but also by increasing service frequencies, reducing transit times and 
improving travel comfort, convenience and itinerary choice.  Oxford Economics has found that 
improvements in connectivity enhance the performance of the wider economy by enhancing 
overall productivity.188   
 
The Proposed Conduct will enable the Applicants to offer new services that would otherwise 
not be offered or not be offered as quickly.  For example, as a result of the Proposed Conduct 
(specifically, being able to utilise combined load volumes) Emirates may increase capacity on 
its non-stop Brisbane-Dubai service and, as a result of increased Australian feeder traffic and 
customer demand, may expedite the launch of services to destinations in the Balkans, such 
as in Serbia and Bosnia which would benefit the Australian travelling public with links to these 
regions.   
 
Further, as a result of the Proposed Conduct, Qantas will offer new services (14 per week) 
between Sydney and Melbourne and Dubai using the flagship A380 aircraft.  The Applicants 
may also be in a position to offer potential new direct services between: 
 

a) Adelaide and Auckland (currently only operated by Air New Zealand); and/or 
 

b) Perth and Auckland (currently only operated by Air New Zealand). 
 

These potential new services would be a material and direct result of the Proposed Conduct.  
Further, as a result of the Proposed Conduct, existing marginal services will become more 
sustainable in the long term.  The possibility of smoother connections will also enhance the 
attractiveness of regional Australian destinations for international passengers.   
 
The Commission has previously acknowledged that the introduction of new direct services 
gives rise to public benefits through increased choice and convenience arising out of reduced 
travel time and that new routes may stimulate market growth.189   
 

                                                      
 
 
188 See further Explaining Dubai’s Aviation Model – A Report For Emirates and Dubai Airports, Oxford Economics, 
June 2011, p 65. 
189 See for example: Singapore Airlines/Virgin Australia Determination, paras 4.37-4.44; Etihad/Virgin Australia 
Determination, paras 4.27-4.46. 
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As a result of the Proposed Conduct, Qantas passengers will have unprecedented access to 
a far bigger range of one-stop same-day connections using Emirates’ broad range of non-stop 
services from Dubai into Africa (14 destinations), the Middle East (17 destinations) and 
Europe (32 destinations).  This includes locations not currently served through Qantas’ 
codeshare arrangements with BA (such as Athens, Dublin, Lisbon, Moscow, St Petersburg 
and Birmingham).   
 
The Proposed Conduct will result in improved connections and flight times.  For example, 
currently:  
 

a) Qantas passengers can only fly one-stop between Australia and London Heathrow 
and Frankfurt on Qantas operated flights190 and to limited other European 
destinations via codeshares (such as Paris, Rome and Helsinki).  Journeys to other 
European destinations on Qantas marketed flights involve a two-stop itinerary (or 
more stops in some cases); and 

 
b) Emirates only offers three daily departure times on own-aircraft services ex-

Sydney/Melbourne to Dubai and beyond to Europe: two evening and one late night 
from Melbourne and two evening and one early morning from Sydney.   

 
As a result of the Proposed Conduct, Qantas' new services from Sydney/Melbourne to 
Europe via Dubai will provide another daily frequency (afternoon departure) to Dubai and 
beyond on Emirates’ services to the primary cities in Europe and the MENA Region (which 
Emirates serves with at least three flights a day from Dubai) including the following 
destinations: 
 

a) Europe: 
 

i. London (Heathrow and Gatwick);  
 

ii. Manchester;  
 

iii. Paris;  
 

iv. Frankfurt; and 
 

v. Milan. 
 

b) Middle East:  
 

i. Doha;  
 

ii. Kuwait;  
 

iii. Bahrain; and 
 

iv. Saudi Arabia. 
 
In the absence of the Proposed Conduct, Qantas would not provide services from Australia to 
Dubai and Emirates alone could not provide a one-stop itinerary from Melbourne or Sydney to 
the European destinations mentioned above (via Dubai) with a four daily frequency.  One of 
the services that will become available as a result of the Proposed Conduct includes an early 
morning arrival time in Europe, which is important for business purpose travellers.  
 
Table 7 below indicates the substantially improved one-stop connectivity and schedule 
optimisation that will result from the Proposed Conduct.   
 
                                                      
 
 
190 The Sydney-Frankfurt service will be cancelled by Qantas irrespective of the Proposed Conduct. 
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Table 7:  Improved One Stop Connectivity And Schedule Optimisation 
 

Pre-cooperation Post-cooperation 

QF operated services only QF and EK operated services only 

Origin Destination Origin Destination 

Sydney, 
Melbourne, 
Brisbane, 

Perth, 
Adelaide 

 

Europe via 
Singapore 

London 
Heathrow, 
Frankfurt  

 

 

Sydney, 
Melbourne, 
Brisbane, 

Perth 
Adelaide 

Europe 
via 

Dubai 

London Heathrow, 
London Gatwick, 
Manchester, 
Birmingham, 
Newcastle, Glasgow, 
Dublin, Paris, Nice, 
Frankfurt, Munich, 
Düsseldorf, 
Hamburg, Rome, 
Milan Venice, 
Madrid, Barcelona, 
Lisbon , Amsterdam, 
Copenhagen, Zurich, 
Geneva, Prague, 
Vienna, Larnaca, 
Athens, Moscow, St 
Petersburg, Lyon 
and Warsaw  

MENA 
Region/ 

West 
Africa 

None  MENA 
Region/

West 
Africa 

Tunis, Tripoli, 
Casablanca, Cairo, 
Khartoum, Muscat, 
Bahrain, Doha, 
Kuwait, Jeddah, 
Riyadh, Dammam, 
Medina, Sana’a, 
Baghdad, Basrah, 
Erbil, Tehran, Beirut, 
Amman, Istanbul, 
Lagos, Accra, Dakar. 

 
As a result of the Proposed Conduct, Qantas passengers will be able to achieve significantly 
reduced travel times.  For example, currently travel time for Qantas passengers from Sydney 
to Amsterdam is approximately 26.5 hours (including a 1 hour 55 minute connection at 
London Heathrow), and approximately 27 hours flying Sydney to Milan.  However, as a result 
of the Proposed Conduct, Qantas passengers will be able to arrive at most European 
destinations with an average total journey time of approximately 24 hours (including an 
average 3 hour connection at Dubai). 
 
Qantas passengers wishing to travel to the UK will also have far greater options.  From 1 
February 2013, Emirates will operate A380 aircraft 6 times a day from Dubai to London 
Heathrow.  This will complement the two daily services that Qantas will also operate from 
Dubai to London Heathrow.  Qantas passengers will also be able to access new gateways to 
the UK because Emirates offers direct services to London Gatwick, Birmingham, Glasgow, 
Manchester and Newcastle from Dubai.  For example, currently Qantas passengers would 
undertake a two-stop journey to reach Glasgow on a Qantas/BA codeshare service (ie 
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Sydney-Singapore-London Heathrow-Glasgow), while as a result of the Proposed Conduct 
passengers will save hours in travel and transit time and associated inconvenience on a one-
stop journey (ie Sydney-Dubai-Glasgow).   
 
Emirates passengers will also experience improved connectivity to the Qantas Group’s 
domestic and other international services.  The Proposed Conduct will optimise 
international/domestic feeder traffic flows by aligning the Applicants' respective international 
and domestic networks.  At present, flight times are set by each airline without coordination.  
The result is that inbound Emirates passengers may face a lengthy wait for a domestic 
connection.   
 
The expanded network reach, enhanced interconnectivity and integration of international and 
domestic routes will also deliver benefits to freight customers.  For example, the closely 
aligned and shared schedules of the Applicants will improve the transit of time-sensitive 
freight such as perishable items.  The Proposed Conduct will also facilitate streamlined 
customs duty processes and remove the need for repackaging and relabeling of freight as it 
will be transported via one combined network. 
 
8.3 Frequent Flyer Benefits  

One of the key public benefits of the Proposed Conduct will be that members of both Emirates 
and Qantas’ frequent flyer programs will immediately have significantly more opportunities to 
earn and redeem points across the combined Qantas and Emirates networks.   

The alignment of frequent flyer programs will give Australian consumers access to a world 
leading points proposition, which is important in the context of the increasingly competitive 
and international nature of loyalty programs.  One million Australian members of Emirates' 
frequent flyer program, known as Skywards, will be able to earn on the Qantas International 
network and Australian domestic legs of international itineraries and redeem their reward 
points on the entire Qantas network.  Approximately 8.6 million QFF members, including a 
substantial number of high yielding business and corporate travellers, will be similarly able to 
earn and redeem their QFF rewards points on Emirates’ global network.191 
 
For QFF members in particular, the Proposed Conduct provides material and immediate 
benefits because they will have unprecedented access to international services to and from 
Australia, whilst retaining all the benefits of remaining a QFF member.  This is a significant 
benefit relative to the counterfactual position, in which QFF members will have a reduced 
ability to earn and redeem points on international travel. 
 
QFF members will not only be able to earn and redeem points on new Qantas services to 
Dubai (and on other potential new Qantas operated services, described in section 8.2 above), 
but will also be able to earn and redeem points on Emirates’ substantial global network.  In 
many instances this will mean utilising fewer points to reach Europe, due to a one-stop 
connection over Dubai instead of the current two-stop connections.  Emirates has recently 
upgauged aircraft and/or increased frequencies to popular destinations including Rome, 
Paris, Munich, Riyadh, Amman, Venice, Milan and Newcastle which are all routes not served 
by Qantas. 
 
QFF members will benefit from Emirates’ growth in a way which would not be possible without 
the Proposed Conduct.  Each year, Emirates adds another three to twelve new points to its 
route network – in the past twelve months alone, Emirates has added destinations including 
Basra, Geneva, Copenhagen, St Petersburg, Baghdad, Dublin, Lusaka, Harare, Ho Chi Minh 
City, Barcelona, Lisbon and Erbil.  With the exception of Ho Chi Minh City, all are logical 
connections to/from Australian points.  The majority of these are daily non-stop services from 
Dubai, hence many of them are one-stop journeys from Australia. 
 

                                                      
 
 
191 Subject to the terms and conditions of each program. 
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The Proposed Conduct will not only expedite this growth, but it will mean that more 
Australians can take advantage of the increased connectivity and network benefits when 
using their QFF points.  QFF members will also be able to earn status credits whilst travelling 
on Qantas codeshare services on Emirates operated flights (and vice versa).  This will mean 
that QFF members can earn credits in more ways in order to contribute to elevating their 
membership status.  
 
Skywards members, whether based in Australia or overseas, will benefit from an expanded 
range of earning and redemption opportunities from Qantas.  In addition, as a result of the 
Proposed Conduct, Skywards will introduce a new tier to its program, which will be the 
equivalent of Qantas’ 'platinum' level, bringing benefits to Skywards members that are not 
currently available. 
 
Both QFF and Skywards members will receive reciprocal benefits including (depending on 
membership tier) access to airport lounges, additional baggage allowances, priority baggage 
and check-in, preferential seat availability and fast tracked immigration and security 
processing on Qantas/Emirates operated flights.  
 
8.4 Qantas Fare Reductions and Improved Reciprocal Inventory Access 

As a result of the Proposed Conduct, Qantas would adjust its POS Australia fares to certain 
destinations in Europe (through a process of zonal re-classification).  This will mean that in 
the case of six destinations – Athens, Istanbul, Larnaca, Casablanca, St Petersburg and 
Tunis – fares could potentially be reduced by up to $330.   
 
Emirates would also potentially be able to offer lower fares for travel within domestic Australia 
as part of inbound international itineraries sold in Europe and the MENA Region.  Currently, 
Emirates can sell through its interline relationship with Qantas.  However, as a result of the 
Proposed Conduct, Emirates would have the ability to sell Qantas’ ‘Walkabout Pass’ which 
gives access to discounted domestic travel and enables Emirates passengers to book 
multiple sectors on the same ticket.  
 
The Applicants will offer each other preferential booking class access.192  This refers to the 
ability for a carrier to access additional inventory to support pricing activity that would 
otherwise be compromised because of limited or nil seat availability.  Currently, if either 
carrier is selling a journey that involves carriage on the other’s aircraft, fares can only be 
offered if seats are available on both carriers in the same booking class – if there is no 
availability, then the fare gets ‘mapped up' the inventory hierarchy to a higher fare level where 
there is matched availability.  Preferential booking class arrangements would mean that the 
cheaper original fare can still be sold notwithstanding that the same booking class is 
unavailable on the other carrier.  Initial modelling by the Applicants indicates that this may 
result in fare savings on certain routes.  In addition, such access would mean that sale fares 
are able to be offered across broader travel periods. 

 
8.5 Enhanced Customer Experiences and Product Innovation 

Qantas and Emirates are premium full service airlines, with highly complementary but unique 
brands and a shared commitment to excellence across the spectrum of their activities.  By 
working together through the Proposed Conduct the Applicants will inform and learn from 
each other, leading to further product and service improvements.  
 
The Proposed Conduct will facilitate the cross fertilisation of ideas and expertise.  This will 
allow the Applicants to learn from each other in developing and investing in more 
sophisticated systems for the delivery of premium end-to-end services to consumers.   
 

                                                      
 
 
192 Note that this does not apply to award bookings. 
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A central objective of the Proposed Conduct is to coordinate the Applicants’ product and 
service offerings to ensure a world class, seamless premium end-to-end service to customers 
including through:  

 
a) reciprocal lounge access – the Applicants will provide reciprocal lounge access 

for premium class passengers (including high tier frequent flyers) to their 
respective airport lounges at main domestic and international airports, with 
Qantas premium customers being able to access new lounge facilities at Dubai, 
considered to be among the world's most luxurious; 

 
b) improved customer service and disruption handling – all itineraries will be 

included on the same ticket and fare rules and commercial policies will be 
aligned.  This will enable customers to benefit from improved customer disruption 
handling.  Agents will be able to manage customers in the same manner 
irrespective of whether they fly on an Emirates or Qantas itinerary, resulting in a 
seamless and flexible joint offering to customers.  Without the Proposed Conduct, 
a Qantas passenger travelling on an Emirates’ aircraft as an interline passenger 
is likely to be subject to inconsistent fare rules; 

 
c) additional premium services – premium class passengers (including high tier 

frequent flyers) travelling on either of the Applicants' services to key domestic or 
international destinations will benefit from a range of premium services including 
priority check-in and boarding, chauffeur airport transfers (at selected 
destinations) and priority baggage handling; and 

 
d) joint corporate dealing/corporate travel procurement – in addition to increased 

network reach, connectivity and lounge access which will significantly benefit 
corporate and government travellers, the Applicants will jointly offer a range of 
travel options to corporate and government travellers, convention organisers and 
professional travel managers.  This will include offering joint corporate travel 
contracts, a single corporate services account manager and joint marketing and 
advertising.  Through Emirates' established presence in the MENA Region, as a 
result of the Proposed Conduct, Qantas corporate customers will benefit from 
immediate access to key emerging destinations in the MENA Region which are 
becoming increasingly important to Australian-based mining and 
engineering/construction corporations.   

 
8.6 Competitive Response From Rivals 

The Proposed Conduct will also benefit consumers by provoking competitive fares and 
product/service offerings from rival carriers.  In particular, the Applicants expect a strong, pro-
competitive response from Virgin Australia and its various partners (Singapore Airlines, Etihad 
and Air New Zealand) in addition to Qatar Airways, Cathay Pacific, Malaysia Airlines and the 
Chinese carriers.  Given that the loss of any percentage of passenger share has profit 
implications for a carrier, it is expected that there will be intensified competition on all relevant 
routes.   

In addition to stimulating carrier and alliance-based responses, the Proposed Conduct will 
also generate increased competition between mid-point hubs.  By shifting Qantas’ European 
flying from Singapore to Dubai, the Proposed Conduct will spur innovative responses from 
other mid-point ports such as Singapore, Hong Kong, Bangkok, Abu Dhabi, Doha, Beijing, 
Guangzhou, Shanghai, Kuala Lumpur, and Seoul as they compete to attract Australian 
passengers en route to Europe.   

Competition between mid-point hubs has intensified, given the wide ranging and substantial 
economic benefits that flow from hub connectivity.  The use of longer haul aircraft has also 
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meant that hub competition spans a wider geographic area.193  Hub competitiveness is driven 
by frequency of connections, price and service quality.194  To attract carriers, hubs compete 
not just on their geographic location, which defines flight times for passengers, but also in 
respect of offering liberal open skies policies, competitive landing charges and quality 
infrastructure that moves people and luggage efficiently and quickly.  To attract passengers, 
hubs compete by offering improved customer experiences, such as lounges, shopping and 
eating facilities at airports as well as being sought-after destinations in their own right for stop 
over traffic.   

Airports actively compete to attract more through-traffic.  For example, Singapore Airlines and 
Changi Airport work directly with tourism bodies within Australia to attract passengers from 
Australia to Singapore, whether as a destination in itself or as a stopover en route elsewhere.  
Changi Airport has also developed ‘hop on hop off’ facilities to improve the experience for 
transit passengers and offers a free city tour to transit passengers who have a stopover of five 
hours or more.  Kuala Lumpur Airport offers similar services.  Hong Kong International Airport 
has developed a strategic plan to help address the potential loss of traffic between Europe 
and Australasia,195 particularly given the competition from Singapore and Dubai.196   

Australian consumers will be the direct beneficiaries of this intensified competition. 
 
8.7 Enhanced Economic Efficiencies 

As the coordination contemplated by the Proposed Conduct matures, it will result in the 
Applicants being able to achieve higher aircraft utilisation and generate cost savings and 
improve operational efficiencies.  These cost savings and efficiencies will ultimately allow 
more competitive fares for consumers or other forms of public benefits in accordance with the 
Tribunal’s total welfare standard test, by enabling the Applicants to compete sustainably and 
invest in improved facilities, better aircraft and other customer enhancements.   
 
Cost savings will be achieved across the spectrum of business activities including higher 
utilisation of significant fixed costs including aircraft, crew and airport facilities (due to the 
flexibility to operate the routes using either Qantas or Emirates at either end).   
 
The respective aircraft fleets of Qantas and Emirates are largely complementary.  Whereas 
the Qantas Group has a full spectrum of different sized aircraft, the Emirates fleet is 
exclusively composed of wide body long-haul aircraft.  Indeed, Emirates is the world’s largest 
customer of both the A380 (the world’s largest commercial passenger aircraft, with Emirates 
offering 489 and 517 seating configurations) and the Boeing 777 (266 to 428 seats).  With the 
phasing out of older A330, A340 and early Boeing 777 type aircraft, the Emirates fleet will 
soon be comprised of Boeing 777, A380 and the new generation A350-XWB aircraft and will 
remain one of the world’s youngest, with an average age of about six years. 
 
The Proposed Conduct will enable Qantas to leverage Emirates' current fleet and route 
network.  Where Qantas and Emirates have parallel operations on trunk routes, the Proposed 
Conduct will enable the carriers to select aircraft to service joint passenger demand, thereby 
exploiting economies of scale in aircraft size and reducing unit costs.  An improved range of 
flight destinations and frequencies will likely stimulate passenger demand for Qantas and 
Emirates services.   
 
Economies of scale for airlines exist in terms of both aircraft size and sector length.  When a 
larger aircraft is used, the average cost per passenger is reduced since the fixed costs 
incurred in operating a flight (such as pilot wages, airport landing costs and charges) are 
                                                      
 
 
193 ‘Dubai overtakes Singapore in passenger volume’ 29 February 2012.  Available: 
http://airlinesairports.wordpress.com/2012/02/29/dubai-overtakes-singapore-changi-in-passenger-volume  
194 ‘Hub competitiveness in a changing world’ in Open Sky The Public Affairs Journal of Emirates, Issue 11, October 
2011, p 4. 
195 Hong Kong International Airport Master Plan 2030 Technical Report, p 60.  Available: 
http://vps.hongkongairport.com/mp2030/TR_24May_Eng_Full.pdf 
196 Ibid.  
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spread over a larger number of passengers.  Further, larger aircraft are more efficient than 
smaller ones so that fuel costs per passenger are lower.197  For example, the average 
operating cost per hour of an operating Airbus A380 is less than a Boeing 747.  From Qantas’ 
perspective, the Proposed Conduct is expected to allow Qantas to deploy an A330 aircraft on 
Brisbane–Singapore services, replacing the current Boeing 747 aircraft.  This is expected to 
improve route performance.   From Emirates’ perspective, it is expected that the Proposed 
Conduct will facilitate an upgauging of aircraft on services between Perth and Dubai, from a 
Boeing 777-200LR to a Boeing 777-300ER aircraft.   
 
Economies of density exist because an airline’s unit costs decrease as the number of 
passengers travelling on a particular route increases.  A larger passenger base gives airlines 
the opportunity to service the route with larger aircraft, with a correspondingly lower unit cost.  
Also, the greater the number of flights on a route, the greater number of passenger journeys 
over which to spread the fixed cost of operating on that route (such as the costs of office 
rentals, staff overheads and ticketing services at each end).  Newer aircraft also operate more 
efficiently than previously and Emirates maintains a modern fuel-efficient fleet, which results 
in lower fuel burn and therefore lower overall cost. 
 
Over time, the Proposed Conduct will also enable the Applicants to generate efficiencies and 
cost savings by contracting jointly with local service providers - including in relation to fuel, 
catering, and ground handling - in destinations where both carriers operate.  In addition, 
Qantas and Emirates will utilise each other’s facilities, expertise and assets such as customer 
service/check in desks, airport lounges and ground staff, therefore removing duplication of 
some of the fixed costs of providing services on particular routes.  In addition, cost savings 
and efficiencies will be delivered from having identical distribution platforms, IT systems and 
common marketing and sales activities.    
 
8.8 Increased Tourism 

By engaging in joint advertising campaigns to leverage Qantas’ overseas profile and 
Emirates’ significant sales and marketing presence in Europe and the MENA Region, the 
Applicants expect inbound tourism to Australia to increase considerably as a direct result of 
the Proposed Conduct.   
 
The Proposed Conduct will directly benefit tourism in Australia by providing a vastly expanded 
network of end-point destinations for inbound visitors.  As Emirates continues to expand its 
global network (as demonstrated by the number of new points added in 2012), this will 
facilitate enhanced one-stop access to Australia for inbound tourism and investment.  
Conducting joint sales and marketing with the iconic Qantas brand which is inherently 
associated with Australia should stimulate increased interest in Australia as a destination.  
 
The tourism industry is an important part of the Australian economy, contributing to the 
equivalent of $94.8 million a day to the Australian economy in 2010-2011.198  Airline services 
are a significant contributor to the tourism value chain.  Qantas is synonymous with its 
Australian home market and invests heavily in promoting Australia as an inbound tourism 
destination for international tourists.  In the past decade, Qantas has spent more than $100 
million on marketing and advertising to attract international visitors to Australia.  Qantas works 
closely with tourism organisations such as Tourism Australia and has been a major sponsor 
of the Australian Tourism Exchange for over 30 years.   
 
Emirates has also played a pivotal role in stimulating inbound tourism to Australia.  Emirates 
has invested over A$50 million in promoting Australia as a destination in key and emerging 
markets.199  A study by Oxford Economics found that Emirates' 2009 passenger traffic to/from 
                                                      
 
 
197 Berry, S., Carnall, M. and Spiller, P ‘Airline hubs: costs, markups and the implications of customer heterogeneity’, 
in NBER Working Papers, no. 5561, 1996 p 27. 
198 Australian National Accounts: Tourism Satellite Account, Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2010-11. Available: 
http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/mf/5249.0?OpenDocument 
199 ‘Emirates and Australia – Partners in Growth,’ Emirates, 2011 p 3. Available: 
http://www.emirates.com/english/about/public_affairs/public_affairs.aspx 
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Europe and the MENA Region via Dubai generated US$1.33 billion GDP for the Australian 
tourism sector.200  The significant investments made by Emirates in the Australian economy, 
described further below, have also driven huge numbers of tourists from the MENA Region to 
Australia.  Tourism Forecasting Australia has forecast that by 2020 international visitor 
arrivals to Australia will grow to 8.5 million and tourism income will rise to AU$110 billion and 
that the Middle East, second only to China, will contribute 5.2% of the total growth in 
tourism.201  The modelling projects that 18.6% of this growth will come from regions currently 
served by Emirates.   
 
The Proposed Conduct will enable the Applicants to promote a combined network.  The 
Emirates ’Visit Australia’ initiative between Emirates and Tourism Australia will be 
restructured as part of the Proposed Conduct and will lead to more competitive fare offerings 
that will benefit Australian leisure travellers.   
 
With the additional traffic the Proposed Conduct should stimulate, combined overall 
contribution to passenger numbers will increase.  This will have important spill over effects 
within the wider Australian economy, particularly by generating more employment within the 
tourism sector.  The tourism industry accounts for 4.5% of total employed persons in the 
Australian economy.  In 2010-2011 the Australian tourism industry employed 513,700 
persons.202  It has been estimated that forecast growth in air traffic volumes at Sydney Airport 
will generate job opportunities (directly and indirectly) for more than 338,000 people by 2015-
2016, a substantial increase from the approximately 206,000 jobs currently generated by 
Sydney Airport (75,000 jobs generated directly and 131,000 jobs indirectly).203  This kind of 
growth would be accelerated and enhanced by the Proposed Conduct.   
 
In addition, Emirates' long-haul traffic feed to Qantas/Jetstar operated 'beyond' destinations in 
New Zealand and the South Pacific will also increase the number of transit passengers at 
Australian airports (leading to increased airport revenues and utilising east coast airports as 
'mini hubs' for South Pacific services).  Long-haul transit passengers are also likely to break 
their journey in Australia.  For example, passengers travelling from Glasgow to Wellington or 
from Lyon to Noumea, resulting in inbound tourism benefits for Australia.  
 
8.9 Promotion Of International Trade And Business 

The Proposed Conduct will strengthen the bilateral relationship between Australia and the 
UAE.  The UAE is currently Australia’s largest trading partner in the MENA Region, with 
bilateral trade totalling approximately A$6.4 billion in 2011.204  Bilateral relations between 
Australia and the UAE are growing rapidly, being fortified by strong trade relations as well as 
face-to-face contacts arising from the extensive growth of direct air links.205  Australian 
exports to the UAE have held an annual average growth rate of approximately 10% since 
1996 and are estimated to be valued at over AU$2.2 billion for 2011.206   
 
The Proposed Conduct will enable Australian exporters to more readily access the Applicants' 
combined network and significantly increase international trade opportunities for Australia.  
Emirates was the first carrier to link Australia and the Middle East with direct services, and 
throughout its operations it has carried over 357,000 tonnes of high-value and time-sensitive 
Australian exports on its flights and works closely with Australian exporters to provide supply 

                                                      
 
 
200 Emirates – A Friend of Australia,’ Emirates, 2011.  
201 ‘Emirates and Australia – Partners in Growth,’ Emirates, 2011 p 3. Available: 
http://www.emirates.com/english/about/public_affairs/public_affairs.aspx 
202 Australian National Accounts: Tourism Satellite Account, Australian Bureau of Statistics – 2010-11. Available: 
http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/mf/5249.0?OpenDocument 
203Transport Blueprint for NSW - Submission to the Independent Reference Panel appointed by the Minister for 
Transport, Sydney Airport, September 2009. Available: http://www.sydneyairport.com.au/corporate/community-
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204 See Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade Fact Sheet United Arab Emirates. Available: 
http://www.dfat.gov.au/geo/fs/uaem.pdf  
205 Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade UAE Country Brief. Available: 
http://www.dfat.gov.au/geo/uae/uae_country_brief.html  
206 Emirates – A Friend of Australia,’ Emirates, 2011.  
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chain certainty for their markets in the UAE, the MENA Region and across Emirates' wider 
global network.  As Emirates continues to expand its global network (as demonstrated by the 
number of new points added in 2012), this will facilitate enhanced one-stop access to 
Australia for inbound investment and outbound trade.   
 
The Australian Embassy estimates that there are around 9,000 Australian nationals who work 
and reside in Dubai and over 15,000 across the UAE.  As a fast growing export market, there 
are over 300 Australian businesses based in the UAE including in construction, financial 
services, banking services agribusiness, marine manufacturing, education and training 
services, sports and recreation, health services, livestock, oil field supplies, courier and freight 
services.207   
 
Various state governments within Australia, as well as industry bodies, have recently sent 
delegations to the UAE to explore opportunities for future growth.208  There is a particular 
focus on links between Western Australia and the MENA Region.209  Increasing mining and 
engineering activity by Australian companies (such as Leighton Holdings) in the MENA 
Region, such as in Iraq,210 has seen increasing demand for air passenger transport services 
between Perth and the Middle East which led, in part, to Emirates commencing a new route 
between Dubai and Baghdad.  The importance of the mining industry in generating demand 
for air passenger transportation services has been recently acknowledged by the 
Commission.211 
 
All of these businesses will directly benefit from the Proposed Conduct due to improved and 
increased services between Australia and Dubai.  By granting Australian exporters greater 
access to Emirates’ expansive network, as well as facilitating direct Qantas services to the 
Middle East, the Proposed Conduct will deliver a significant increase in international trade 
opportunities for Australians, together with increased supply chain certainty.   
 
8.10 Economic Benefits From Enhanced and Expedited Emirates Growth in 

Australia 

The Proposed Conduct will strengthen and expedite the platform for Emirates’ progressive 
capacity growth in Australia.  The Proposed Conduct will further incentivise Emirates to grow 
and invest in Australia and this will directly lead to more benefits sooner for Australia and 
Australian consumers.  Indeed, in framing the terms of the Coordination Agreement, the 
Applicants have been clear to ensure that the coordination will in no way restrain or inhibit 
Emirates’ ability to expand in Australia. 
 
Emirates has made a substantial contribution to the Australian economy since it first 
commenced services to Australia in 1996.  It has delivered on a long term commitment to 
develop and invest in Australia.  Importantly, its core philosophy is to maintain long term 
investments and it rarely withdraws from routes.  This contrasts with many other offshore 

                                                      
 
 
207 Ibid. 
208 See for example: ‘Premier Leads Mission to Lebanon and the UAE’, NSW Government Media Release, 12 May 
2012. Available: http://www.business.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0008/22310/rel_premier_leads-
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carriers who might otherwise make only cyclical, less permanent investments which deliver 
far more limited local benefits and are more easily retracted. 
 
In 2011-2012, Emirates' direct expenditure through its procurement of Australian goods and 
services was worth over US $453 million.  In 2011-2012, Emirates carried more than 2.3 
million passengers on its Australian flights with an average seat factor of 81% – one of the 
highest for carriers operating in Australia and above its worldwide average of 80% that year.   
 
Emirates has invested close to $A75 million in arts, community and sporting sponsorships 
since 1996, with involvement ranging from the Emirates Melbourne Cup, to the Sydney 
Symphony Orchestra and to the Emirates Western Force football team.  Emirates is one of 
the world’s largest purchasers of Australian wines to serve on board, while its flights feature 
Australian movies and television programming and it uses a 24-hour call centre located in 
Melbourne.  Successive Australian governments have considered these investments when 
granting Emirates additional rights to fly to Australia.  At the most significant negotiations, held 
in the UAE in 2010, Emirates was granted 84 flights a week to four Australian cities.  Points 
other than Brisbane, Melbourne, Perth and Sydney were deemed open without limitation.  
The Australian Government commented that: 
 

‘…where (UAE) carriers can now confidently commit their aircraft to Australia… 
Australian tourism and trade will be the beneficiaries.  This expansion of services has 
been negotiated after careful consideration of the Middle East market, and recognises 
the significant hub and route advantages UAE carriers have over Australian carriers 
in accessing markets.  Emirates has consistently grown services and links to Australia 
and made significant investments here.’212 

 
The wider Emirates-Australia investments are also significant.  The $A125 million Wolgan 
Valley Resort and Spa – part of Emirates’ portfolio of tourism products – opened in 2009 and 
was one of the first new large-scale tourism investments in Australia since the Sydney 2000 
Olympics.  It generated 1,500 jobs during construction and injected more than $A100 million 
to the economy of the Greater Lithgow area of New South Wales.  Its suppliers are drawn 
largely from regional New South Wales.  Other businesses include Toll dnata Airport Services 
(a 50/50 joint venture between Emirates' sister company dnata, and Australia's largest 
airports services contractor Toll Holdings), employing 1,740 people; Alpha Flight Services, 
with 950 employees at nine Australian airports; and Mindpearl, a Brisbane-based contact 
centre employing 50 people.  Indeed, Emirates is the third largest 'airline group' employer in 
Australia, after the Qantas Group and Virgin Group.  Once Emirates’ new Adelaide-Dubai 
services are launched in November 2012,213 Emirates will employ more than 5,000 
Australians in positions related to its airline operations and sister businesses which operate in 
Australia.214   
 
The Proposed Conduct will also build on Emirates' position as a significant domestic employer 
within the Australian travel, logistics, hospitality and related services industries.  Increases in 
Emirates' passenger volumes to and from Australia resulting from the Proposed Conduct will 
further incentivise Emirates to continue sponsoring a wide range of high profile Australian 
events including the Melbourne Cup, as well as golf, football and cricket sporting events, 
which in turn can create significant event-related employment opportunities for Australians.   
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8.11 Long Term Sustainability of Qantas And The Australian Aviation Industry 

The Proposed Conduct will improve the international competitiveness of a key Australian 
business and iconic brand.  A strong and efficient Qantas is in the long term national interest.  
While other mid-point carriers generally expand services which ultimately deliver the majority 
of wider economic benefits to their home ports, a locally-based network carrier has the 
incentive to provide long term, comprehensive and sustained network coverage to Australian 
travellers and to promote Australia as a tourist and business destination.   
 
As a sparsely populated and geographically isolated country, aviation is central to Australia’s 
economic prosperity.  As Australia’s ‘home carrier’, Qantas provides the most comprehensive 
network of domestic and international destinations for Australian travellers, providing 
important business, leisure and trade links.  Qantas also generates direct benefits for the 
Australian economy through local employment, procurement and its support for the domestic 
tourism industry. 
 
Qantas generates significant direct economic benefits to Australia through employment and 
spending on Australian goods and services.  It is a large direct employer of Australians and 
every year spends nearly $6 billion on Australia-based product and services – from 
accountants to information technology experts to florists, construction companies and hotels.  
Qantas buys from more than 1500 Australian providers of foods, wines and beverages, with 
such patronage helping many small Australian companies grow, develop and find new 
markets.   
 
Qantas has developed a resilience and crisis management framework so that it can react 
swiftly to events and provide support wherever in the world Australia needs it.  In fact, Qantas 
is often the only airline positioned to rapidly support Australia in times of need and it has used 
this capability to provide assistance at home and overseas.  For example, following the 
terrorist attacks in Bali in 2002 and 2005 and the Boxing Day Tsunami that affected Thailand, 
the Maldives and Sri Lanka in 2004, Qantas provided special flights to deliver aid to affected 
areas and evacuate thousands of Australians.  In early 2011, Qantas supported the 
Queensland Government’s response to Cyclone Yasi and the floods in South East 
Queensland.  At the same time as Cyclone Yasi, Qantas also provided special flights to Cairo 
to evacuate Australian citizens as violence broke out across Egypt.  In 2011, Qantas also 
worked closely with the Australian Government to ferry emergency services experts and 
supplies to New Zealand following the Christchurch earthquake and to Japan after the 
earthquake and tsunami.   
 
As a result of the Proposed Conduct, Emirates will be able to work with Qantas to provide 
similar crisis-handling assistance affecting Australians in locations that are served on the 
Emirates network.  For example, in respect of the civil unrest in Northern Africa, including 
Libya and Egypt, Emirates worked with Australian missions and assisted with the repatriation 
of Australian citizens via Dubai and onward to Australia.  
 
The 'flying kangaroo' is one of Australia’s most recognised symbols internationally and every 
Qantas flight is a showcase of Australian talent.  From Marc Newson's award-winning interiors 
to Neil Perry cuisine, Qantas proudly presents Australian goods and services to the 
international community.  Qantas also supports and sponsors events such as the Shanghai 
Expo and the Australian Formula 1 Grand Prix.  These events underpin Australian 
Government and business endeavours to promote a positive image of Australian business 
and tourism on a global scale.  Qantas showcases the best of Australian sport through 
longstanding relationships with the Australian Olympic Committee and individual Olympic 
athletes.  Through naming rights of national teams such as the Qantas Wallabies and Qantas 
Socceroos, Qantas helps them represent Australia internationally.   
 
Qantas’ contribution to the nation’s well-being has been recognised by regulators.  For 
example, the Tribunal has noted: 
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‘[A]ny alliance which will strengthen Qantas’ ability to compete on the international 
scene will be in the national interest, and therefore a public benefit, so long as there 
is no significant detriment from such alliance which outweighs that benefit.’215 

 
‘We are satisfied that there is a demonstrable public benefit in Australia having 
Qantas strengthened as an domestic international [full service airline] with an 
enhanced ability to compete across international networks with LCCs and strong 
government-based airlines.’216 

 
‘Australia needs a strong locally based airline to provide critical international, 
domestic and regional links between markets and with trading partners on a 
commercially sustainable basis. This is particularly important for a country of 
Australia’s size and geographic location.’217 

 
The Proposed Conduct is essential to underwrite the sustainability of Qantas International 
and to continue to provide substantial benefits to Australia and Australians.  
 
 
9 TERM OF AUTHORISATION  

The Applicants seek authorisation of the Proposed Conduct to reflect the initial term of the 
Coordination Agreement, namely ten years.  This reflects the long term nature of the 
proposed arrangements and the need to make significant long-term investments to implement 
the Proposed Conduct on a global basis, including shifting Qantas’ European flying from 
Singapore to Dubai and synchronising complex IT systems.  For example, Qantas estimates 
that start-up costs associated with implementing the Proposed Conduct will be in the range of 
[RESTRICTION OF PUBLICATION OF PART CLAIMED] with significant components 
including staff training, marketing launch costs, developing and rolling out IT systems (such 
as for commercial reporting, reciprocal inventory access, frequent flyer and revenue 
accounting data exchange), setting up new joint offices. 
 
The Applicants acknowledge that the Commission has been reluctant to authorise airline 
alliances for a period of time in excess of five years.  This has been based on the view that 
because the aviation industry is volatile and dynamic any public benefits derived from an 
alliance may be outweighed by anti-competitive detriments as market circumstances change. 
 
In this case, however, the dynamic nature of the highly competitive aviation industry is the 
very reason why the Proposed Conduct should be authorised for longer than five years.  
Without long term certainty that the Proposed Conduct can be implemented globally, the 
potential for all benefits being realised for the Applicants and the Australian public will be 
jeopardised.  While some public benefits (such as the frequent flyer benefits) will flow 
immediately as a result of the Proposed Conduct, the full potential of others are only likely to 
eventuate through an unequivocal long term commitment to coordinate operations.  

The Proposed Conduct will facilitate capacity expansion (and, in the case of the trans-
Tasman, provide a commitment to maintain capacity that would not otherwise exist) and will 
necessarily provoke a series of competitive responses from rival carriers.  Given that no anti-
competitive detriment will result from the Proposed Conduct yet real and substantial public 
benefits will be generated, the Applicants seek authorisation of the Proposed Conduct for ten 
years. 
 
 

                                                      
 
 
215 Re Qantas Airways Limited, para 660. 
216 Ibid, para 682. 
217 Ibid, para 656. 
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10 LIMITED INTERIM AUTHORISATION 

The Applicants also seek interim authorisation to plan and negotiate (but not implement) the 
Proposed Conduct.   
 
As the Commission is aware, IATA provides the forum for airlines to negotiate slot allocation 
at the various international airports for each scheduling season.  These forums, known as slot 
conferences, are only held twice a year.  In line with the timing of these conferences, 
international carriers generally operate distinct summer and winter timetables, which occur 
from April-October and November-March respectively.218  The conference regarding the 
northern summer schedules (April-October) is held in November, while the conference 
regarding the northern winter schedules (November-March) is held in June.   
 
Interim authorisation for the planning of the Proposed Conduct is necessary because the 
Applicants wish to negotiate and enter into arrangements regarding slot allocation at the IATA 
conference in November 2012, so that the Proposed Conduct can commence as soon as 
possible and ensure that the benefits are delivered to consumers on day one.  Any delay will 
have serious adverse economic implications for the Applicants (particularly Qantas) and will 
significantly compromise the timely delivery of substantial benefits to Australian consumers.   
 
The Applicants need to undertake a very substantial body of work in order to fully implement 
the Proposed Conduct, namely: 
 

a) communicating and sharing information to assess and plan the most effective and 
efficient way to implement the Proposed Conduct (Stage 1);  
 

b) negotiating and entering into agreements relating to the services and activities to be 
coordinated, as described in the Coordination Agreement (see Confidential Annexure 
F) (Stage 2); and 

 
c) giving effect to those agreements (Stage 3). 

 

There are significant lead times (of at least six months in most cases) associated with Stages 
1 and 2, including:  
 

a) negotiating route scheduling and airport slots; 
 

b) obtaining local regulatory approvals in various destinations;  
 

c) preparing for transitioning Qantas’ and Emirates' established IT management 
systems; 
 

d) preparing joint marketing campaigns;  
 

e) developing joint systems for inventory, ticketing, revenue management and pricing;  
 

f) establishing a new Qantas office in Dubai; and 
 

g) identifying and developing solutions to ensure seamless customer servicing including 
designing global processes for call centres and staff training. 

 
Importantly, the Applicants seek limited interim authorisation to commence preliminary Stages 
1 and 2 only.  Stage 3 would not be undertaken unless and until final authorisation is granted.  
The Applicants will not jointly market or sell fares or collectively alter capacity, frequency or 
number of routes supplied without final authorisation (any such decisions would continue to 
                                                      
 
 
218 The northern summer season begins on the date of Daylight Saving Time introduction in European Union 
countries (currently the last Sunday in March).  The northern winter season commences on the date Daylight Saving 
Time ends in European Union countries (currently the last Sunday in October). 
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be made independently by Qantas and Emirates until final authorisation has been granted).  
For the avoidance of doubt, no aspect of the Proposed Conduct will be implemented in the 
absence of final authorisation. 
 
Due to the limited nature of the conduct for which interim authorisation is sought and for the 
reasons described in this submission, there will be no anti-competitive detriment as a result of 
interim authorisation being granted but significant public benefits will be facilitated sooner.  
Balancing the urgency and pro-competitive benefits of the Proposed Conduct against the 
minimal regulatory risk, this request clearly satisfies the Commission's criteria for granting 
interim authorisation.219 

                                                      
 
 
219 The Commission has indicated that in assessing whether interim authorisation should be granted, it will consider: 
the degree to which the arrangements appear to be anti-competitive; the extent to which interim authorisation will 
impact the relevant market; the level of urgency of the request; the possible harm to the applicant(s) if the request for 
interim authorisation is denied; the possible harm to other parties (such as customers or competitors) if the request 
for interim authorisation is granted or denied; and any other possible benefits or detriments to the public. 


